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Preface

THIS VOLUME presents a discussion of the primary radar set in operation at
most weather detachments-the AN/FPS-77.

Chapter 1 deals specifically with the block and circuit analysis of the
AN/FPS-77. Chapter 2 discusses troubleshooting and the use of test
equipment in conjunction with the AN/FPS-77.

Several foldouts used with the text are contained on more than one sheet.
For brevity, the sheet numbers are sometimes hyphenated with the foldout
number. For example, sheets 1, 2, and 3 of foldout 3 are 'written as FO 3-1,
FO 3-2, and FO 3-3. There are 45 foldouts to this volume. These are printed
and bound as supplements SOl and S02.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for the preparing agency
identification only.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of
this text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to USAF
School of Applied Aerospace Sciences (USAFSAAS), Chanute AFB IL
61868.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any
of ECl's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study
Reference Guides, Chapter Review Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and
Course Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or
NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECl,
Gunter AFB AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This volume is valued at 12 hours (4 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of

October 1972.
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CHAPTER 1

AN/FPS-n Block and Circuit Analysis

A WEATHER radar set is an observational
tool that gives the location of weather echoes
within its area of coverage. The AN/FPS -77
was developed as a low-cost, medium-range
weather radar set to provide information on
severe storms for local use.

2. The AN/FPS-77 has many features not
found in other weather radar sets. These
features give it unique capabilities that
represent a marked advance in radar
meteorology. One of these features is the
direct view storage capability of the PPI
(planned position indicator) tube, which can
also be viewed in a well-lighted room. With
this storage capability, the complete aerial
weather pattern is stored on the surface of the
tube after a few scans of the antenna. After a
given period of time, shown by an elapsed
time clock, a new echo pattern can be written
on the storage tube without erasing the
previous pattern.

3. The new position of the echoes directly
indicates direction of motion, development of
each echo, weather growth and decay, and, in
combination with the elapsed time interval,
the speed of movement of each echo. The
ability to see several preceding positions of
weather echoes simultaneously along with the
current position improves a forecaster's
ability to predict accurately the future
positions of storms that could afffect Air
Force missions.

4. The FPS-77 has a compact console that
requires a minimum of floor area. This is
important inasmuch as it is designed for use
by forecasters in the weather station. Its
ready accessibility at ground level makes the
maintenance routines on the set truly
"routine."

5. Volume 3 introduced you to basic radar
and some of its technical characteristics. This
volume begins with a discussion of the block
analysis of the major units and subassemblies
contained in the FPS-77 and follows 'with a
presentation of the circuit analysis by use of

data flow; then closes with test equipment
and troubleshooting.

1. Block Analysis
I-I: A radar se~ has many interconnecting

functions. The major units of the AN/FPS-77
are the console,' receiver-transmitter
modulator (RTM), and antenna -grcup, :This
section explains the relationship of these units
in a block diagram. Each major unit coIlliists-
of many smatter elements or subassemblies.
The subassemblies are made up of modules or
circuits and component parts. These are
identified by numeral-letter code. The
following paragraph explains the numbering
syste~ u~ed throughout the block diagram
and circuit analysis to identify component
parts.

1-2. The identifying number is in four
parts. The first part identifies the major unit
such as the console or RTM. The second pal.~
identifies the subassembly, such as a power
supply 01' indicator. The third part identifies
the module, such as a sweep generator or
video amplifier. The fourth part identifies the
component, such as a resistor or capacitor.
Each major unit is given a series number as
follows:

• RTM 3
• Antenna Group 5
• Console 7
• Antenna Control 9

A typical identifying number is 7A1A5R6.
The "7" identifies the major unit the "AI"
identifies the subassembly, the '''A5'' the
module, and the "R6" the component. Many
modules or circuits, such as the sweep
generator and video amplifier are of the
plug-in type and are interchange~ble from one
subassembly to another.

1-3. The block diagram is a picture of the
functional operation of the radar set. A
thorough understanding of each part or
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element will aid you in both theoretical and
practical troubleshooting. The following
paragraphs discuss the function, or purpose,
of each block as illustrated in foldout 1 (FO
1) in SOL

1-4. Timer. The timer, or synchronizer, is
the heart of all pulse radar systems. Its
purpose is to insure that all circuits in the
radar system operate in a definite time
relationship with one another and that the
time interval between pulses is correct. The
timer (reference signal generator 7A5)
determines the pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) of approximately 324 pulses per
second (pps). It uses tuning fork oscillator
7A5A1VI. The tuning fork oscillates at
323.62 Hz and controls the frequency of the
oscillator. The output sine wave is fed to a
modified one-shot multivibrator 7A5Al V2.

1-5. The one-shot multivibrator generates a
square wave for each negative alternation
input. The one-shot can also be triggered by
an external source with a PRF of 186 to 324
pps. The external trigger is connected at
7A5A1J1 and is controlled by 7A5A1Sl. The
width of the input trigger determines the
duration of the square wave or pulse width of
the gate one-shot. The output of the
multivibrator is transformer coupled to
blocking oscillator 7A5Al V3.

1-6. For each input square wave, the
blocking oscillator produces a positive trigger
or spike. This trigger is the master trigger for
the set and controls all indicating systems and
transmitter pulses. The master trigger is fed to
trigger delay generator 7A5A2, which uses the
master trigger to produce two separate pulses.
These pulses are delayed from 12 to 90
microseconds to compensate for transmission
delay or cable loss. The delayed pulses are
formed by two identical circuits consisting of
a phantastron delay stage, an amplifier stage,
and a blocking oscillator. One of these groups
(7A5A2V1, V3A, and V4) generates the
console system trigger to synchronize the
indicators. The other group (7A5A2V2, V3B,
and V5) generates the pre trigger for the RTM
unit and transmitting circuits. The
transmitting system includes radar modulator
3A10, modulator control 3All (not shown
on FO 1), and waveguide components.

1-7. Transmitter. Foldout 1 shows that as
the pretrigger enters the RTM unit from a
long cable run, it is fed to amplifier 3Al V2A
and blocking oscillator 3Al V3. The blocking
oscillator is used as a cathode follower for
impedance matching. The positive-going spike
triggers another blocking oscillator, 3A10Vl.
When 3A10V1 begins to conduct, it generates
a high amplitude pulse. The pulse is coupled

to a hydrogen thyratron, causing the
thyratron to fire. When the thyratron fires,
the pulse-forming network (PFN, labeled "Zl
Pulse Line" on FO 1), controlled by
modulator control 3All, discharges through
pulse transformer T5, sampling transformer
T4, and the thyratron. A 2-microsecond
pulse, approximately 6 kilovolts in amplitude,
is developed in the primary of pulse
transformer 3AI0T5. T5 steps up the pulse to
a 24-kilovolt output. The negative pulse
causes the magnetron to generate a pulse with
a peak output of 250 to 350 kilowatts for 2
microseconds at a frequency of 5450 to 5650
megaHertz (MHz). The magnetron output is
coupled through the RTM waveguide, AFC
coupler, duplexer, and directional coupler, to
the waveguide that feeds the pulse to the
antenna. A sample of the forward power is
also used to measure output frequency.
One-half the power from the forward
directional coupler is fed through a coaxial
T-junction and coaxial attenuator to a
reaction type frequency meter (labeled "RES
CAVITY" on FO 1) on the front panel of the
RTM unit. The cavity tuning knob has a
digital readout that indicates the magnetron
frequency.

1-8. The waveguide contains an automatic
frequency control (AFC) coupler, which
extracts a small amount of the transmitted
pulse for the AFC circuits to the receiving
system. A circulator acts as a duplexer to
allow the use of one antenna for both
transmitting and receiving. The dual
directional coupler has one coupler for the
transmitted pulse and one for the return
signals. During operation, the monitoring
circuits provide a continuous indication of the
transmitting and receiving system
performance. Forward and reflected power is
sampled from the forward and reverse
directional coupler and fed through fixed,
T-pad coaxial attenuators to two bolometer
elements, RT1 (FWD. POWER ELE.) and
RT2 (REF. POWER ELE.). The coaxial
attenuators and bolometer mounts present
matched loads to the coaxial cable that feeds
power through a switching circuit to the
power meter amplifier. The switching circuit
(3A6S2) selects either the forward or
reflected power for power meter M3
(3A12M3, unit 3A12 power monitor part of
the RTM from panel). Forward power is
measured directly by adjusting the gain of the
power meter amplifier to obtain close to
midscale needle deflection on the meter.
Reflected power is measured in terms of
voltage standing wave ratio. (VSWR), which
you read directly from meter 3A12M3. When
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the transmitted RF signal is reflected from a
cloud or other weather phenomena, it is
routed to the receiver and its associated
circuitry. Its block data flow is explained in
the following paragraphs.

1-9. Receiver. As shown in FO 1, the
receiving system contains the circuits to
convert the 5000-MHz target echoes to a
30-MHz intermediate frequency (IF) signal, to
amplify the signal and couple it to the cable
connecting the receiver and the console, and
to demodulate the IF signal to extract target
information. The receiving system is divided
into frequency conversion circuits, an AFC
circuit, IF amplification circuits, and
monitoring circuits.

1-10. Microwave circuits. The frequency
conversion circuits consist of two balanced
crystal mixers. In the balanced mixer
(3A2CR3 and CR4), the local oscillator mixes
with the 5000-MHz target echo signal to
produce the 30-MHz IF signal. The balanced
AFC mixer (3A2CR1 and CR2) produces a.
signal at a frequency of approximately 30
MHz, which is used for the local oscillator
AFC.

1-11. The local oscillator is a 6115A reflex
klystron (3A2A2V1). A screw tuning rod that
varies the volume of the resonant cavity is
used for cavity tuning. The resonator tuning
control operates a flexible drive to drive the
tuning rod. The repeller plate voltage is varied
for fine tuning. Always tune the local
oscillator with the AFC disabled. The AFC
automatically adjusts the repeller voltage to
maintain the klystron operating frequency at
30 MHz above the magnetron operating
frequency . Variable attenuator 3A2A2AT1
adjusts the power level delivered to the mixers
for maximum signal conversion efficiency. A
sampler located in the waveguide couples part
of the klystron output to monitor meter M1
(3A3M1). The frequency of the klystron
output is indicated on the resonant cavity
tuning knob. Switch 3A3S1 selects the
klystron output for sampling by the
frequency meter.

1-12. The reflected signal is fed through
the dual directional coupler to the circulator.
The circulator is nonreciprocal; it passes the
reflected energy to a crystal protector. The
circulator acts as a duplexer and prevents the
reflected energy from entering the
transmitter. Instead, it channels the signals to
the receiver. The crystal protector (TR tube
3A2V3) protects the signal crystal mixer
during the transmitting cycle. The target
signal is coupled through the noise tube
located in the waveguide. The noise tube
generates noise that is 15.28 (±0.1) db above

ambient noise. This does not affect the overall
operation of the set. You use the noise signal
only to check the receiver noise level. The
signal echo is fed to the signal crystal mixer,
where it beats with the signal from the local
oscillator. If the two signals do not differ in
frequency by 30 MHz, an error signal is
produced and sent to the AFC circuit.

1-13. AFC unit. The AFC circuit.(3A 7 in
FO 1) detects the error signal from the crystal t,
mixer and converts the signal to a DC signal. r
This signal is returned to the local oscillator
to correct the output frequency of the
klystron in order to maintain a 30-MHz IF.
The AFC unit consists of a two-stage
amplifier, 3A7V1 and V2. Forward and
reverse currents from the mixer crystals are
monitored by crystal current meters 3A12Ml
and 3A12M2 in the RTM and 7A5Ml and
7A5M2 in the console. (None of these meters
are shown on FO 1.) The signal is amplified
and applied to a discriminator circuit that is a
Weiss ratio detector. As the IF deviates from
30 MHz, negative pulses from the
discriminator increase or decrease in
amplitude. These pulses are applied to
3A7V3A. 3A7V3 is a video-amplifier cathode
follower that amplifies and inverts the
negative-going signal and applies a positive
signal to the grid of phantastron 3A7V4. The
phantastron controls the frequency of the
local oscillator. With no signal input to
3A7V4, V4 free runs and sweeps the klystron
frequency over a range that produces an IF of
15 MHz to 45 MHz. When the discriminator
detects a signal, V4 becomes a DC amplifier,
and its negative output maintains the klystron
frequency 30 MHz above the magnetron
frequency. The 30-MHz IF is applied to the
IF preamplifier.

1-14. IF preamplifier. The balance mixer
output is applied to IF preamplifier unit
3A2Al. It is a three-stage tuned amplifier
circuit. The first two stages form a neutralized
casco de amplifier. The gain of the third stage
amplifier, 3A2A1 V3, is adjustable over a
10-db range. This signal is applied to the
50-ohm coaxial cable that connects the IF
preamplifier unit and the IF postamplifier
7A3A4, located in the console. The console
can be located up to 2600 feet from the IF
preamplifier. The overall gain of the IF
preamp is 40 db. At the console, the signal is
coupled through IF attenuator 7A3ATl
(labeled "ATTN. VAR. 0-100 DB" and
"ATTN. VAR. 0-9 DB" on FO 1) to provide
signal attenuation of 0 to 109 db in I-db
steps. From the attenuator, the signal is
applied to the IF postamplifier.
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1-15. IF postamplifier. The IF
postamplifier receives the 30-MHz signal from
the receiving system in addition to a system
trigger from the indicating system. It delivers
a video signal to the video and ISO ECHO
circuits. The IF postamplifier operates in
either of two modes-a linear mode that has
an output signal amplitude directly
proportional to the input signal amplitude or
a logarithmic mode that has an output signal
amplitude proportional to the logarithm of
the input signal amplitude. The dynamic
ranges of input signal strength for the two
modes are 0 to 15 db above noise level in the
linear mode and 4 to 64 db above noise level
in the logarithmic mode. In either mode,
range normalization can be used.

1-16. Range normalization amplifiers
7A3A4V1 and V2 reduce the gain of the
circuit for short-range target returns and
increase the gain at a linear rate as target
range increases. They thus prevent short-range
target returns from overriding longer range
target returns of equal density. After range
normalization, the IF signal passes through an
amplifier with 30 db gain.

1-17. The video amplifier section of the IF
postamplifier contains the circuits that select
either the linear or logarithmic video signal
and that amplify the selected signal. The
video amplifier disables some circuits
associated with the unselected signal to
reduce crosstalk. The IF signal passes through
amplifier stages 7A3A4V4 through V8 and
through either the logarithmic or linear mixer
stage 7A3A4 V9. The IF signal is detected in
this circuit, and the resultant video signals are
coupled to video amplifier 7A3A2. The video
signal is coupled to the ISO ECHO gate
circuits by video amplifier' and cathode
followers 7A3A4V10. In addition, the output
of the IF postamplifier is applied to video
amplifier circuit 7A3A2 and to video gating
circuit 7A3A1.

1-18. Video amplifier. Video amplifier
7A3A2 on foldout 1 consists of a video gate,
video comp~tor, and video out ut catl'iotle
follower. The video circuit provi es some

...power gain and distributes the video signal
from the postamplifier to the console
indicators. The video signal from the IF
postamplifier enters the amplifier at 7A3A2J2
(not shown) and is applied to the gate stage.
With the ISO ECHO selector switch (not
shown) in the OFF position, the video applied
to 7A3A2V2 is amplified and applied to the
indicator cathode follower output stages.
However, when the ISO ECHO switch is in
the ON position, the video amplifier circuit is
controlled by the ISO ECHO selector level.

RANGE MARKS

A
TARGET VIDEO

30250-3-2-1

Figure 1. AIR scope ISO ECHO presentation.

1-19. ISO ECHO circuits. The video signal
that is applied to video amplifier 7A3A2 is
also applied to video circuit 7A3Al. The
7A3Al circuit uses a four-stage amplifier for
the ISO ECHO gate circuit. Voltage selector
(LEVEL-DB switch, not shown in FO 1) is
used to select one of several reference levels
for application to the trigger circuit.

1-20. With ISO ECHO switch 7A3S5 in the
ON position, the ISO ECHO gate circuit uses
an alarm system, voltage reference selector,
and gating circuit. When video signals exceed
the voltage selected by the LEVEL-DB
switch, a negative 'gate is generated to sound
an alarm and to' cut off the video. The
negative gate cuts off 7A3A2V2. With
7A3A2V2 cut off; no video is applied to the
indicators. Figure 1 shows the AIR scope
presentation when the central part of the
target video is blanked out because of ISO
ECHO blanking.

1-21. When -the video level is below the
selected voltage level, the gating circuit does
not operate and video signal is not affected.
These video signals are applied to the video
drivers, which amplify and distribute the
video signals to the indicators. When the video
signals exceed the preset level of the ISO
ECHO circuits, a switch-selected alarm signal
is generated by the ISO ECHO gate to ring a
buzzer.

1-22. Indicators. The indicating system
displays the target data received by the
antenna and processed by the receiving
system. Target returns are displayed on three
scopes at the console and a single scope at the
remote indicator. Pertinent data displayed by
the three scopes include true range, height,
azimuth bearing, and target density. The
synchronizing circuits which provide the basic
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timing signals for the scopes and the
transmitting system are a part of the
indicating system. To aid in determining
range, the synchronizing circuits generate
range markers for the scope displays.

1-23. Range marker (range mark}
generator. The system trigger is delayed 6
microseconds at the A/R scope and is applied
to range mark generator 7A5A3. The
additional delay insures that mark generator
produces range marks that represent 5-, 10-,
25-, 01' 50-mile increments. The timing of the
range marks is determined by tuned tank
circuits. The tank circuit output is fed to a
sine wave oscillator. To start the circuit, a
delayed system trigger (the post trigger)
activates a one-shot multivibrator. The
recovery time of the multivibrator,
7A5A3V1, is adjusted for a radar range of
225 nautical miles. This gate or negative-going
pulse is applied to squelcher V2B through
cathode follower 7A5A3V2A. As long as the
squelcher conducts, it swamps the tuned tank
circuit and has no output. The gate
representing 225 miles cuts off the squelch
tube. This allows the tank circuit to oscillate.
and sine wave oscillations are coupled to ~
driver and blocking oscillator. The output,
consisting of positive-going spikes, is applied
to the various scopes to provide range
measurements.

1-24. AIR scope. The amplitude range
scope has a 5-inch CRT that displays target
information as vertical deflections from a
horizontal sweep. The AIR scope operates in
one of three modes: A-scan, R-scan, and
TEST. In the A-scan mode, the scope has a
conventional A type presentation. Ranges of
30, 60, 120, or 200 nautical miles are selected
by. 7A2S3. Sweep generator module 7A2A3
generates sweep voltages for the electrostatic
deflection plates of the CRT. The system
trigger is coupled to the sweep circuit through
amplifier 7A2A3VIA. The trigger initiates a
gating pulse from sweep gate flip-flop
multivibrator 7A2A3V2. The gate is applied
to a cathode follower to start the sweep and
unblank the CRT. The duration and
amplitude of the sweep ramp (sawtooth) are
determined by the setting of RANGE
SELECTOR switch 7A2S3. When the sweep
voltage attains the required amplitude,
7A2A3V6 generates a turn-off pulse. which
flips the sweep gate multivibrator, 7A2A3V2.
The turn-off pulse switches 7A2A3V2 to reset
the ramp generator, 7A2A3V 4A. For any
sweep range, the appearance on the CRT
remains the same; the time duration changes
with each sweep range.

1-25. Video signals, from the receiving

system, and range marks are applied to video
amplifier 7A2Al. The two input signals are
combined and amplified by driver stages
7A2Al V2 and V3. Then the signals are
coupled through stacked cathode follower
V4A and V4B and applied to the CRT for
display. Range strobe generator 7A2A2
develops a 63-microsecond pulse or gate that
represents a fi-mile range. When the AIR
scope is used in the A-scan mode, the range
strobe is displayed as a 5-mile-wide pulse
below the base line. When the scope is
operating in the R-scan mode, the strobe
pulse is not displayed; instead it is the sweep
gate for the sweep generator. The system
trigger also triggers the range strobe generator.
A cathode follower couples the trigger to a
one-shot multivibrator that generates a
200-nautical mile or 2560-microsecond gate.
This gate determines the duration of the
output from bootstrap sweep generator
7A2V 3. .A.J1 AND gate consisting of
7A2A2CR3 and CR4 determines the delay
that occurs between the system trigger and
the leading edge of the range strobe. Only the
handcrank or strobe positioning control
allows the ramp portion of V3 to be coupled
to V4, a spike amplifier. The spike amplifier
applies a positive pulse to amplifier V5A. The
amplified and inverted pulse fires another
one-shot multivibrator. The output square
wave produced by 7A2A2V5B and V6A is
adjusted to be exactly 5 miles, or 63
microseconds in duration. This pulse is
applied to two cathode followers, which
determine its use or application on the CRT.
The handwheel or strobe positioning crank
located on the front panel positions the
strobe along the horizontal range axis, and a
digital counter indicates the position in
nautical miles. 7A2R31 varies the amplitude
of the pulse when it is displayed on the
A-scan as shown in figure 2. 7A2R31 is
located on the front panel.

MAIN BANG RECEiVER NOISE
10 MILE
RANGE
MARKS

TRACE
ISWEEPI

TARGET

VARIABLE FIVE MILE
RANGE STROBE 30250·3-2.10

Figure 2. AIR scope presentation.
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SYSTEM
TRIGGERS
250 MILES
APART

--~-~-~~u..._50 MIL E

RANGE
MARKS

30250·3·2·13

Figure 3. AIR scope test presentation.

1-26. The R-scan is used for closer
examination of target data returns. The
output of the range strobe generator triggers
the R-scan sweep generator. It limits the
sweep length to the 5 miles selected by the
strobe positioning crank. The 63-microsecond
pulse, displayed below the base line on the
horizontal axis of the A-scan as shown in
figure 2, establishes the time duration for the
sweep generator. The sweep generator
produces an A type presentation that
represents the 5-mile sweep selected by the
strobe.

1-27. With the RANGE SELECTOR
switch in the TEST position, you can use the
AIR scope to test the linear operation of the
set. Trigger pulses from trigger delay module
7A5A2 are coupled through cathode follower
7A2V2A to frequency divider 7A2V2B.
7A2V2B is a blocking oscillator and has an
extended recovery time so that only one
output pulse is generated for every two
system trigger pulses. At the same time, the
AIR scope sweep and the range mark
225-mile gate are extended to accommodate a
range of slightly more than 250 nautical
miles. System trigger pulses are switched into
the AIR scope video circuits and two
successive pulses are displayed on each sweep:
This permits the number and spacing of the
range marks to be examined on the AIR
display. When correctly adjusted, the range
marks are equally spaced, and the last range
mark on each range coincides with the second
system trigger pulse as shown in figure 3.

1-28. RHI scope. The RHI scope displays
target height (altitude) along the vertical axis
and range along the horizontal axis of the
CRT. The indicator provides true range and
true height of a target while compensating for
earth curvature. The display is on a 12-inch
CRT covered by a rectangular bezel. Ranges
of 15, 30, 60, and 120 nautical miles are
selected by 7A1A2S1. It displays target
heights to 80,000 feet with grid increments

each 10,000 feet or to 40,000 feet with grid
increments each 5,000 feet.

1-29. The video circuits are identical to the
video circuits of the AIR scope. As shown in
foldout 1, video amplifier 7A1A4 combines
the video and range mark signals and applies
them to the cathode of the CRT. The 5-, 10-,
25-, and 50-nautical-mile range marks appear
as intensity modulated dots on the sweep
trace. The range marks are selected by the
RANGE MARK SELECTOR switch on the
front panel of reference signal generator 7A5.
A 5-mile-wide range strobe appears as another
intensity modulated bar on the sweep trace
and can be positioned along the sweep. The
handwheel on the front panel of the AIR
scope controls the position of the range
strobe. The amplitude of the strobe signal is
controlled by 7A1R22 located on the RHI
front panel. These signals are all applied to
the CRT cathode.

1-30. The sweep circuits for the RHI scope
generate horizontal and vertical beam
deflection, unblanking, and compensating
voltages. The purpose of all these voltages is
to cause each target echo to be displayed at a
point on the screen that represents the true
range and height of the target.

1-31. Sweep generator 7A1A3 is identical
to, and interchangeable with, sweep generator
7A2A3 in the AIR scope. The RHI scope uses
a positive-going gate that is not used by the
AIR scope. The gate is an unblanking pulse
for the CRT. The gate is also used in vertical
sweep amplifier 7A1A2. The positive gate is
the opposite of the negative gate produced by
the sweep gate flip-flop that starts the sweep
generator. The sawtooth waveshape, produced
by sweep generator V4A, is coupled by
cathode follower V5B to sweep compensator
module 7A1A1. From 7A1V2B the positive
gate is coupled through one of four
resistors-R19 , R20, R21, and R25-and,
together with the range adjusted signal
(sawtooth), is applied to the mixer stage of
sweep compensator 7A1A1. The mixer
amplifier stage 7A1A1 V1 combines these two
signals and couples the mixed signal through
cathode follower 7AlA1 V2 to a stator
winding of resolver B3. The output rotor
windings of resolver B3 apply the
compensated sweep signals to the horizontal
sweep amplifier and the vertical sweep
amplifier. The elevation angle of the antenna
movement displaces control transformer
7AlA 7B4 and creates an error signal. This
error signal is applied to V1A and
servoamplifier 7A1A5. The error signal drives
a phase splitter that produces two signals for
V2, a push-pull amplifier. From V2, the error
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signal is applied to two driver stages, which
apply it to servomotor 7AIA7B2. Control
transformer B4, servomotor B2, and
tachometer B1 are mechanically connected by
a gear train. When the antenna moves, it
causes the motor to drive the control
transformer toward a null. Dampening
feedback is applied to the signal input of the
servoamplifier by a tachometer signal that is
proportional to motor speed. Resolver B3,
which is mechanically connected to the
servomotor gear train, generates height and
range signals that correspond to the antenna
elevation angle. q,

1-32. One of the resolver outputs is fed to
vertical sweep amplifier 7A1A2. This signal
represents antenna height and is applied to
operational amplifier VI-V2. The positive
sawtooth sweep and the positive gate from
sweep generator 7AIA3 are applied to earth
curvature correction stage 7AIA2Vl. The
earth curvature correction from VI is applied
to the first operational amplifier VI and V2,
where it is combined with the height signal
from the resolver. The combined signal
represents the true height of the target above
earth. Clamp reference level stage 7AlA2V3B
receives a negative gate from sweep generator
A3 through phase splitter. V2A. Cathode
followers V3A, V3B, and V2A establish
clamper limits to limit the maximum
amplitude of the sweep voltage. The sweep
voltage divides and is applied to two
operational amplifiers-the inverting amplifier
and the noninverting amplifier. These
amplifier outputs are coupled to two vertical
yoke driver stages. The push-pull output of
these drivers is applied to the coils of the
vertical yoke.

1-33. A second output from resolver B3 is
applied to horizontal sweep generator 7AlA6.
This circuit converts the true range sweep
signal to an amplified push-pull output for
application to the horizontal yoke. The true
range sweep signal from the resolver is applied
to paraphase amplifier 7AlA6VL The
push-pull outputs are coupled by cathode
follower stage V2 to horizontal yoke drivers
A and B, which provide the negative and
positive sweep signals for the horizontal yoke
assembly on the RBI scope.

1-34. Main PPI scope. The console PPI
scope indicates the azimuth bearing and range
to the target. Target range can be determined
with the 5-, 10-, 25-, or 50-nautical-mile range
marks, which appear as concentric circles on
the dark trace tube. Azimuth bearing can be
determined with a mechanical cursor that is
positioned by a handwheel on the front panel.
The rotating sweep is produced by the servo

loop, which rotates the deflection and the
focus coils in synchronism with the rotation
of the antenna.

1-35. The video circuits are identical to the
video circuits of the AIR scope. Video
amplifier 7A4Al combines the video and
range mark signals and applies them to the
cathode of the CRT. These negative signals
intensity-modulate the CRT electron beam.
Sweep generator 7A4A5 produces the sweep
voltage that is applied to the sweep drivers
and to the PPI deflection coils. The positive
sawtooth is applied to sweep deflection
amplifier 7A4A4. The sweep is amplified by
7A4A4V1 and sweep driver V2. The output
of the sweep driver controls current flow
through the deflection coils of the CRT, VI.
Safety circuits protect the dark trace CRT
from screen burns when the sweep circuit fails
or the antenna rotation speed is less than 4
rprn.

1-36. When the sweep circuits fail, the
safety circuits in the sweep deflection
amplifier remove the high voltage from the
CRT and prevent the unblanking signal from
reaching the grid of the CRT. When the
antenna rotates at less than 4 rpm or stops
completely, the unblanking signal is reduced
to a level which cuts off the electron beam,
and the high-voltage power supply is turned
off. Sweep driver V2 couples a sweep signal to
7A4A4V3A, which energizes sweep safety
relay 7A4A4KL The contacts of the relay
apply the input AC to the high-voltage power
supply and apply the unblanking signal to the
CRT. When the antenna rotates at more than
4 rpm, either manually with the handcrank or
automatically, 7A4Al OB2 detects an error
signal. This signal is applied to azimuth
servoamplifier 7A4A2VlA. The amplified
signal is applied to motor drivers 7A4A2V3
and V4. This drives servomotor 7A4AI0B3
(which is mechanically connected to
tachometer B4), the deflection coils, and
control transformer B2 to null the error
signal, The signal from tachometer B4
controls servo safety multivibrator 7A4A4V4
to deenergize K2.

1-37. DISPLAY MODE (WRITE-ERASE)
switch 7A4S4 makes it possible for the target
returns to be displayed, stored indefinitely,
or erased (when stored) on the CRT. The
circuit includes a 10-second timer, erase
transformer, and associated switching relay.
The DISPLAY MODE switch has three
positions:

a. STANDBY. This is the usual operating
position. In STANDBY, elapse time meter Ml
times up to 60 minutes. This time is the
elapsed time since the last writing. The meter
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resets automatically when you move the
switch to WRITE or ERASE.

b. WRITE. When the switch is in this
position, all sweep circuits display and store
target information on the dark trace tube.

c. ERASE. When the switch is in this
position, a relay switching circuit connects
the erase transformer to electrically remove
the stored target data from the dark trace
tube. The 10-second time delay relay controls
the operation to protect the tube from
damage.

1-38. Intensity compensation circuits
maintain constant intensity of the sweep for
the different radar ranges and keep the
electron beam from burning the central area
of the dark trace tube. The intensity
compensator and focus module 7A4A3
control two factors when you change the
radar range. First, when shorter radar ranges
are selected, the sweep speed increases. That
is, the travel time of the beam from the center
to the edge of the CRT decreases. The faster
the beam travels, the less intense the trace
appears on the screen. Second, the beam
intensity decreases as the beam moves toward
the edge of the CRT. Therefore, beam
intensity increases at a linear rate as the beam
travels from the center to the edge of the
CRT. Both compensating factors affect the
unblanking pulse that is routed through the
contacts of the relay 7A4A4K1 to the CRT
grid.

1-39. To maintain the beam focus at a
constant level, the current must be reduced as
the beam moves from the center of the CRT.
This change is applied to the main focus coil
and is also applied to an auxiliary or dynamic
focus winding. A negative output from the
sweep generator is coupled through
7A4A5V3B and 7A4A3V3 to control the
dynamic focus.

1-40. A circular, green fluorescent tube is
mounted behind the neck of the dark trace
CRT and, when lit, causes the tube to have a
green glow. With this back lighting for the
CRT display, the room does not need to be
dark during operation. A 24-hour digital
clock, M2, is operated by the AC line voltage
applied to the set and is located on the front
panel of the main PPI.

1-41. Remote PPI scope. The operation of
the remote scope is similar to that of the
console main PPI except for three unique
circuits. These circuits are the range switching
circuits, the WRITE-ERASE circuit, and the
servo circuits.

a. Range switching. The remote PPI is not
equipped with a RANGE SELECTOR switch.

Relays K3, K4, K5, and K6 switch ranges
when energized by signals from the console
PPI scope.

b. WRITE-ERASE. The remote PPI does
not have a DISPLAY MODE switch. Relays
K7, K8, and K9 switch modes when energized
by signals from the console DISPLAY MODE
switch.

c. Servo circuits. The remote PPI scope has
no controls to manually position the antenna
in azimuth. The handcrank on the front panel
of the remote PPI only rotates the mechanical
cursor to indicate azimuth bearing.

1-42. The remote scope unit is usually
located in the weather forecasting section or
preflight briefing area. No external operations
are performed at the remote scope. Many
installations do not have a remote scope.

1-43. Performance monitor. Performance
monitor 3A1 is a built-in test oscilloscope.
You can use it to view the magnetron pulse
envelope, the video signal, or an external
signal. In addition to the video and sweep
circuits for the display, the performance
monitor contains trigger circuits to amplify
and shape the trigger pulse from the console.
3A1 V2 and 3A1V3 are an amplifier and
blocking oscillator that produce a positive
trigger pulse that is applied to three
places+the modulator circuits in the
transmitting system, gate one-shot
multivibrator 3A1A2V2A in the sweep
generator module, and cathode follower
3A1A2V2B that isolates pretrigger test jack
3A1J7.

1-44. When the pretrigger is applied to gate
one-shot multivibrator 3A1A2V2, the output
is a negative square wave with a time duration
that is determined by SWEEP SELECTOR
switch 3A1S2. The switch has three
positions-5 pSEC, 30 NMI, and 120 NMI.
The negative square wave from 3A1A2V2 is
fed through cathode follower 3A1A2V1B to
unblanking amplifier 3A1A2VIA. The
inverted pulse unblanks the CRT.

1-45. The output of 3A1A2V2 is also
coupled to sweep generator 3A1A2V3, which
generates the horizontal deflection voltages
for the performance monitor CRT. The
VIDEO SELECTOR switch selects one of
three video inputs. The input is applied to
video amplifier module 3AIAl, consisting of
a three-stage amplification circuit. From the
two video amplifiers and a cathode follower,
the input signal is applied to the CRT. You
will use the performance monitor more than
the observer or forecaster. Primarily, you use
it to check the magnetron pulses detected by
the frequency meter crystal and the receiver
video signal. However, you can connect any
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video signal to the external video input
connector, 3A1J5, during alignment or
troubleshooting procedures.

1-46. Antenna System. The antenna
servosystem consists of four separate
subsystems. They. are the antenna elevation
drive servo, which provides manual
positioning or automatic elevation antenna
scanning; the elevation followup servo, which
causes the RHI scope resolver to track the
antenna elevation angle; the azimuth drive
servo, which provides manual positioning or
automatic azimuth antenna scanning; a.Tldthe

azimuth [ollouiup ~vo, which causes the
main PPI defl~9'~ ;e;~e to track the antenna
azimuth beayrt1g.The servoamplifiers for the
elevation ·and azimuth drive servos are shown
on th left\ide of figure 4 and are located in
the elec ronic control assembly, unit 9. The
servoamplifier for the elevation followup
subsystem is a module of the RBI scope, and
the servoamplifier for the azimuth followup
subsystem is a module of the main PPI scope.
These servoamplifiers are shown on the right
side of figure 4,

1-47. Elevation positioning. The elevation
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handwheel on the front panel of the RBI is
connected to 7A1B5 by a gear train. When
you turn the handwheel, synchro 7A1B5
generates an error signal. The error signal is
routed through the console to control
transformer 5B3 on the antenna pedestal. The
control transformer couples error signal to
elevation servoamplifier 9A1 located in the
electronic control amplifier. The output of
the servoamplifier is applied to the drive
motor 5MG1. The motor positions the
antenna and drives the tachometer and
control transformer 5B4. The control
transformer generates a signal that is routed
back to the RBI unit in the console. When the
signal is applied to receiving synchro 7A1B4
in the RBI, RBI elevation servoamplifier
module 7A1A5 energizes motor 7A1B2,
causing the RBI sweep to move in
synchronization with the antenna. The
tachometers located on both elevation drive
motors dampen antenna and RBI sweep
oscillations, generating a degenerative
feedback signal to the servoamplifiers.

1-48. In the automatic mode of operation,
a constant error signal is applied to elevation
servoamplifier 9A1 from stepdown
transformer 9A2T1. This error signal causes
the antenna to scan constantly in elevation.
The signal path is the same as for manual
operation from pedestal servoamplifier 9A1.
Three elevation sector scans of 15°, 30°, or
60° are controlled by relays.

1-49. Azimuth positioning. The azimuth
antenna drive subsystem operates very similar
to the elevation drive subsystem. The main
differences between the subsystems are as
follows. First, in the automatic azimuth
mode, the antenna rotates through 360°.
Second, no sector scan circuits are required.
Finally, the weight and inertia of the antenna
yoke require a more powerful drive motor in
the azimuth system than in the elevation
system. Therefore, servoamplifier 9A2 must
handle the larger power.

1-50. The antenna azimuth angle signal is
generated by control transmitter 5B2. The
control transmitter is located on the pedestal
and is mechanically linked to the azimuth
drive mechanism. The output signal of 5B2 is
applied to control transformer 7A4A1 OB2,
shown as 7A4B2 on figure 4. The control
transformer is located on the neck of the
console PPI. Its output is also distributed to
the remote indicator. Servoamplifier module
7A4A2 is identical to the RBI servoamplifier
7A1A5. The remote indicator also contains a
followup servoamplifier module identical to
those in the main PPI scope. The antenna
position signal is distributed to the console

and the remote indicator so that both are
synchronized with the antenna.

1-51. At this point, take a break and then
refer to the workbook containing the chapter
review exercises and work those items
applicable to Section 1.

2. Circuit Analysis
2-1. In the preceding section, you learned

block analysis to help you isolate a
malfunction to a subassembly or module. The
circuit analysis in this section should help you
to further pinpoint the trouble or defective
component.

2-2. A good understanding of the data:
flow through the set is essential if you are to
quickly detect defective parts. To simplify
some of the descriptions of switches and
relays, an abbreviated expression is used in
the text. For example, "3A5S1 (3-4)" refers
to switch 3A5S1, contacts 3 and 4, and
"7A6K4 (5-7)" refers to contacts 5 and 7 of
relay 7A6K4.

2-3. Power Distribution. In order to
troubleshoot the FPS-77 radar system
effectively, you must be able to analyze
circuit operation and AC power distribution
throughout the set. When power switches are
turned, on, AC power is applied to all units of
the system; therefore, some method of tracing
this AC power is necessary. The power
distribution schematics are laid out to give
some order to the tracing of power. In this
section, we refer to hot AC and cold AC. The
hot AC is the 115-volt line, and the cold AC is
the grounded line. The circuit diagrams of the
AC power distribution are shown on foldouts
2, 3, and 4. In the circuit explanantion, no
attempt is made to explain every terminal
board point and interlock switch that current
passes through; only main circuit points are
explained.

2-4. Console power distribution. Referring
to foldout 2-1 (Fa 2, sheet 1) of the
schematic diagrams for the console primary
power distribution, notice that main AC
power is applied to pins 20 and 21 of 7TB3.
Interconnecting cables for the console
subassemblies are shown on foldout 5.
Regardless of the position of MAIN POWER
switch 7S1, AC power is always provided to
24-hour digital clock, VBM2, fused by 7Fll,
and to convenience outlets 7J12 and 7J13 on
the front of the console, fused by 7F12.
When MAIN POWER switch 7S1 is closed, the
115-volt AC power is routed through circuit
breakers 7CB2 and 7CB1 to light the main
power indicator 7DS1. Console blower
motors B1 and B2 operate, and unregulated
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115 VAC is applied to the line voltage
regulator 7A7 (shown on FO 2-2).

2-5. The line voltage regulator, as shown in
foldout 6, is identical to those in the remote
scope and the RTM unit. The regulator
receives unregulated 60 Hz, 115 VAC and
delivers regulated 60 Hz, 115 VAC to
subassemblies of the console. The maximum
permissible load is 25 amperes. The voltage
regulator is divided into two circuits-the
regulating circuit and the comparator circuit.

2-6. In the regulating circuit, the
unregulated, 115-volt primary power is
applied to terminals 1 and 2 of the voltage
regulator and routed to autotransformer Tl
(1-3). The stepped-up voltage between
terminals 1 and 4 of the autotransformer is
applied to the load through silicon controlled
rectifiers (SCRs) SCRI and SCR2. The SCRs
are connected back to back so that they
conduct on both alternations of the AC. They
are connected to the load through terminals 3
and 5 of TBl. Transformer T2, energized by
the unregulated supply, has two independent
secondary windings. In conjunction with
diodes CR2 and CR3, they develop bias
voltages so that the SCRs conduct at the
appropriate time during the input cycle. The
magnitude of the bias voltage applied to the
SeRs is controlled by magnetic amplifier
MAL When the magnetic amplifier is at or
close to saturation, the series windings (T2
secondaries on FO 6) have very little
impedance, and the firing voltage for the
SCRs is developed across Rl and R2 very
quickly during each half-cycle of the
unregulated supply voltage. When the

impedance of the MAl series windings is high,
the voltage across the resistors does not reach
the SCR firing point until the unregulated
voltage is almost at the peak of each
half-cycle. The average power delivered to the
load depends upon the amount of time the
SCRs conduct. The MAl series windings
control the SCR bias voltage, which controls
the SCR conduction time. By controlling the
SCR conduction time, current flow in the
load is controlled. This controls the average
voltage applied to the load. The problem
remains as to the method of controlling the
mag . amp impedance. This control is
accomplished by the comparator circuit,
which is discussed in the following
paragraphs.

2-7. The comparator circuit, shown in
figure 5, consists of transformer T3, a bridge
rectifier consisting of diodes CRI02 through
CRI05, Zener diode CRI01, and some
resistors and capacitors. The primary T3 is
connected to the regulated line, and the
secondary voltage is rectified by the bridge
rectifier. The bridge output is applied to
voltage divider RI02, Rl03, and
potentiometer R3. The potential at the R3
'wiper is variable with respect to a reference
potential. The MAl control winding is
connected between the reference voltage and
the wiper of potentiometer R3, the output
voltage adjustment. When the load causes the
regulated voltage to decrease, the potential at
R3 decreases. As a result, the current through
the magnetic amplifier control winding
decreases, decreasing the impedance of the
series windings. This causes the SCR gate
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voltage to become more positive, SCRl and
SCR2 to fire earlier, and more power to be
delivered to the load. The regulated voltage is
then restored to its former value as
determined by R3. Similarly, an increase in
the regulated output voltage causes a
corresponding delay in the firing of the silicon
controlled rectifiers, which reestablishes
regulated output voltage.

2-8. The output of line voltage regulator
7A7 (FO 2-2) is applied to transformer
7A6T3 (primary winding of the -150-VDC
power supply) through fuses 7Fl and 7A6F6
and interlock switches 7S8 through 7S14. The
115 VAC is also placed across 6S5, 6DS2,
7A3S2, and 7A3DSL This is the switch and
buzzer circuit for the telephone system
between the console and remote scope. With
MAIN POWER switch 7S1 (FO 2-1) closed,
regulated 115 VAC is applied to console
power supply filament transformer 7A6T4
(FO 2-2) and to 90-second time delay relay
7A6Kl. These circuits are fused by 7A6F7.
The purpose of the 90-second delay is to heat
the tube filaments and develop the bias
voltages before applying the B+ operating
voltages.

2-9. After the 90-second time delay,
7A6Kl (5-7) places 115 VAC across relay
7A6K2. Contacts 8 and 5 open to remove the
heater voltage from 7A6Kl, and contacts 5
and 7 close to keep 7A6K2 energized. When
7A6K2 energizes, contacts 2 and 4 (FO 2-1)
connect the hot side of the AC through the
closed contacts of relay 7A6K3 to relay
7A6K4. Relay 7A6K3 energizes when -150
volts DC is developed. Relay 7A6K4 (5-7)
applies AC to peak line voltage regulator 7A8
through fuse 7A8Fl. The peak line voltage
regulator controls the 115 VAC to the
high-voltage power supplies in the RBI and
main PPI scopes.

2-10. The peak voltage regulator is shown
on foldout 7. The main components are
steering diodes CR1, CR2, CR4, and CR5,
series voltage regulator Ql, control transistor
Q2, voltage output and reference transformer
Tl, Kl, and associated resistors and
capacitors. R9 adjusts the protection circuit,
which sets the potential that is required to
energize K1. Relay Kl (3-2) shorts the AC
input with a 20-ohm resistor, causing Fl to
open.

2-11. To trace current through the control
circuits, start at TB1, pin 2. Follow the
current path through the Tl primary, CR5,
emitter to collector of Ql, CR1, and back to
pin 1 of TBl. This is the current path for one
half-cycle. For the other half-cycle, current
flow is from TBl (1) through CR4, Ql, CR2,

1'1 primary, and back to TBl (2). The voltage
across Tl (3-4) is added to the primary
voltage across Tl (1-2) for the output voltage
at TBl (2-3), TP2, and TP3. The secondary
winding of the transformer is applied to
rectifiers CR8 and CR9, which produce the
operating voltages for Q2. R5 adjusts the base
voltage on Q2 through CR6 and R4. Q2
controls the base voltage of regulator Ql
through CR12. Ql controls the current flow
through Tl primary. When the output voltage
increases, the rectified output from Tl
secondary increases. This increases the voltage
on the base of Q2 and causes Q2 to conduct
for a greater part of each cycle. This causes
the voltage at the base of Ql to be less
positive, decreasing the current in the Tl
primary. This decrease induces less voltage
into Tl (3-4), and the output voltage
decreases. You use R5, which controls the
bias of Q2, to adjust the output voltage.

2-12. The output of the peak line voltage
regulator supplies AC power to the three
scope high-voltage power supplies, as shown
on foldout 2-1. Switch 7S4 applies 115 VAC
to indicator lamp 7DS4 and through fuse 7F4
to 7AIPSl high-voltage primary winding of
the RBI scope. Switch 7S3 applies 115 VAC
to indicator lamp 7DS3 and through fuse 7F3
to 7A2PSl high-voltage primary of the AIR
scope. Switch 7S2 applies power to the main
PPI indicator light 7DS2 and through fuse
7F2 to switch 7A4S4. This switch is shown
on foldout 2, sheets 1 and 2, and has three
positions: STANDBY, WRITE, and ERASE.

2-13. In STANDBY, the 115 VAC is
routed through 7A4S4 (1-3) to elapsed time
meter 7A4A9M1. (This is the 60-minute clock
that indicates the time lapse since the last
writing on the main PPI.) The circuit is
completed through 7A4S4 (7-5). When
7A4S4 is switched from the STANDBY
position, the elapsed time meter returns to
zero indication.

2-14. In WRITE, the 115 VAC is routed
through 7A4S4 (1-2), 7A4A4K2 (6-8),
7A4A4Kl (2-1), to 7A4PS1, the high-voltage
transformer in the main PPI. The circuit is
completed through 7A4S4 (6-5). 7A4A4Kl
and K2 are the protective relays that insure
that the antenna is rotating above 4 rpm and
that the sweep generator is operating.

2-15. In ERASE, switch 7A4S4 (5-8)
grounds pin 4 of 10-second delay relay
7A4K2, shown on foldout 2-3. The hot side
of the 115 VAC is applied to pin 3 through
fuse 7F7. Switch 7A4S4 (9-12) applies 28
VDC through 7A4K2 (5-7), energizing
7A4Kl. This relay, whose contacts are shown
on foldout 2-1, applies 115 VAC to erase

-
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transformer 7A4Tl. This transformer applies
115 VAC to a heater grid network around the
face of the main PPI. Heat chemically
removes the writing on the CRT. After 10
seconds, 7A4K2 deenergizes 7A4K1,
removing power from the erase transformer to
provide a cool-down period for the heater grid
network.

2-16. In addition to applying power to the
peak line voltage regulator, relay 7A6K4 (4-2)
(shown on FO 2-2) applies 115 VAC to
7A6T1, the primary of the +300-VDC supply,
and 7A6T2, the primary of the +150-VDC
supply. This circuit is protected by fuse
7A6F5. Foldout 2-2 also shows that the line
voltage regulator applies 115 VAC to 7A2Tl,
filament transformer for the AIR scope and
blower motor 7A2Bl.

2-17. Continuing on foldout 2-3, power is

applied to 7A5T1, the filament transformer
for the reference signal generator, through
fuse 7F6. The 115 VAC is also applied to
filament transformer 7Al Tl for the RHI
scope and to blower motor 7A1B6. Switch
7A4S5 (1-3) applies 115 VAC to ballast
transformer 7A4RT1 and fluorescent lamp
7A4A9DS9. This lamp projects onto the back
side of the main PPI CRT, causing it to have a
green glow to enable the viewer to see the
dark trace in daylight.

2-18 .. Modula to I' power distribution. The
modulator power distribution is shown on
foldout 3 (3 sheets) of the AC power
distribution schematics. Foldout 3-1 shows
that when RTM power switch 3A5S1 is
closed, 115 VAC is applied to circuit breakers
3A5CB2 and 3A5CB1 and relay 3A5K1 (4-5').
This is the remote control relay that is
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controlled from the console. Switch 7S5 on
the front panel of the console applies 28 VDC
to RTM power indicator lamp 7DS5 and relay
3A5Kl. Notice that this voltage is routed
through several terminals and interlock
switches. When energized, 3A5K1 (5-7 and
2-4) applies 115 VAC to main power
indicator lamp 3A5DS1, blower motor
3A9B1, and line voltage regulator 3A8. This
voltage regulator is identical to the one in the
console.

2-19. From the line voltage regulator, the
115 VAC passes through two sections of filter
network 3A11Z2 to the two sections of
switch 3A11Sl. This supplies power to the
transmitter section. When this switch closes,
power is applied to RTM power indicator
lamp 3AllDS1 and 5-minute time delay relay
3AllKTDl. After the time delay,
3AllKTD1 (5-7) applies 115 VAC to
3AllK3 (1-3), 3A11K4 (1-3), and 3A11K2
(1-4). This applies 115 VAC to total time
indicator 3A11M1 and transmitter ready lamp
3AllDS3. The power is also applied through
contacts D and R of REMOTE/LOCAL
switch 3A11S2 (shown on FO 3-2) to the
transmitter ready light 7A5DS1 and, when
7A5S4 is on, to radiate lamp 7A5DS2. Switch

3AllS2 is usually in the REMOTE position,
which transfers magnetron current control to
the console. In the LOCAL position, 3A11S2
(D-L) applies power to radiate-reset switch
3A1184. In the RADIATE position, the
switch applies power to radiate lamp
3A11DS4, high-voltage relay 3A11K1, and
radiate lamp 7A5DS2.

2-20. Since many circuit operations occur
at the same time, let's return to foldout 3-1 to
continue the AC power distribution. Notice at
the top of the diagram that the 115 VAC is
applied through fuse 3F1, normally closed
transmitter reset switch 7A5S5, air-operated
switch 389 (closed by the magnetron blower),
filter 3A11Z2G (on FO 3-2), back to pin 5 of
3A11KTD1 (on FO 3-1-). The operation of--
the time delay relay was explained previously.
Protection relay 3A11K3 energizes when
inverse current in the magnetron power
supply is excessive, and relay 3A11K4
energizes when the magnetron power supply
load current is excessive. When either of these
relays energizes, current is removed from the
transmitter ready lamp and 115 VAC is
applied to thermistor 3A11R18. The
thermistor has a high initial resistance so that
temporary overloads do not remove
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SWITCH
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N_ TRANSMITTER RESET SWITCH
O. TRANSMITTER RADIATE ON/OFF SWITCH
P. RANGE MARK SELECTOR SWITCH

Q. DC VOlTS SELECTOR SWITCH
R. DC VOLTS METER
S. AFC/SIGNAL CRYSTAL CURRENT SWITCH
T. CRYSTAL CURRENT METERS
U. INTENSITY CONTROL
V. DISPLAY MODE SWITCH

Figure 7. Amplifier detector, main PPI scope, and reference signal generator.
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E
D. STROBE POSITIONING HANDWHEEL
E. INTENSITY CONTROL

F. RANGE SELECTORSWITCH
G. RANGE MARK GAIN CONTROL

Figure 8. AIR scope.

magnetron power. Current through the
thermistor energizes lock-out relay 3AIIK2.
When energized, 3AllK2 (1-4) removes 115
VAC from the transmitter. 3AllK2 (5-7) is a
self-holding contact. The only way to
deenergize 3AllK2 is to open transmitter
reset switch 7A5S5, which removes the power
to 3AJ.lK2. If an overload still exists, the
protection relays energize 3AllK2 again.

2-21. Refer to foldout 3-2 for the circuit
that controls power to the magnetron. To
apply magnetron power, hold switch 7A5S3
on the console to the RAISE position. On

foldout 3-2, 7A5S3 (2-3) connects ground
through filter network 3A11Z2D and
REMOTE/LOCAL switch 3AllS2 (A-R) to
pin 12 of the modulator high-voltage variac.
The 115 VAC is applied to pin 13 of the
variac; therefore, the raise winding of the
variac motor energizes. The motor moves the
variac wiper arm, pin 3, across the slider
windings. When the raise winding energizes,
the AC potential increases toward 115 V AC.
The wiper arm potential at pin 3 is applied to
the primary of modulator high-voltage
transformer 3AIOTI when 3AllKl is
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energized. Notice that relay 3A11K5 (1-3)
supplies 115 VAC to magnetron filament
transformer 3A11 T6, which applies 9.3 VAC
to the magnetron filaments. When magnetron
current reaches 14 milliamps, 3A11K5
energizes, and contacts 1 and 6 switch the
filament voltage to 5.5 VAC. To lower
magnetron current, move switch 7A5S3 to
the LOWER position.

2-22. On foldout 3-3, notice that 115 VAC
from the line voltage regulator is applied
across the primary winding of 3A5T2 for the
- 150-VDC and - 300-VDC power supplies.
Power is also applied to blower fan 3B2,
magnetron klystron sample switching relay
3A3Kl, noise tube power supply 3A4Tl
(when noise meter switch 7A3S4 is closed),
and performance monitor filament
transformer 3Al Tl. When the -150-volt
power supply is operational, it energizes relay
3A5K4, applying 115 VAC to 30-second time
delay relay 3A5K2. When energized, 3A5K2
(5-7) energizes relay 3A5K3, which supplies
115 VAC to the primary windings of the
+300-VDC transformer 3A5Tl and to the
monitor high-voltage power supply 3A1PSl.
Both of these networks are fused by 3A5F5.

2-23. Antenna system power distribution.
On foldout 4-1, 115 VAC is applied to the
MAIN POWER switch circuit through filter
networks FLI and FL2 and circuit breakers

CB1 and CB2. When MAIN POWER switch
7Sl and antenna switch 7S7 are closed, relay
9A2K1 energizes. Relay 9A2Kl applies 115
VAC to the antenna system. Switch 7A4S3
selects automatic or manual azimuth
operation of the antenna. In AUTOMATIC,
relays 9A2K2 and 9A2K3 are energized.
Relay 9A2K2 controls the error and
tachometer signals, and relay 9A2K3 controls
the automatic signal voltage. Fuses 9A2A1F1
and 9A2A1F2 protect and route power to
azimuth amplifier circuit transformers
9A2Al T2, 9A2Al T4, and 9A2A1 T5. This is
a sealed unit, and the only maintenance
involved is to replace the fuses or the
complete unit. The 115 VAC is applied to
blower motor 9A1Bl, which cools the power
transistors, and to the primary of elevation
amplifier power supply transformer 9Al Tl.
Switch 7A1S4 controls automatic or manual
elevation operation of the antenna. In
AUTOMATIC, relays 9A1K2 and 9AlK3 are
energized. Relay 9A1K2 controls the error
and tachometer signals, and 9AlK3 controls
the automatic signal voltage.

2-24. The nod angle drive is shown on
foldout 4, sheets 1 and 2. The antenna has
automatic sweep angles of 15°, 30°, and 60°.
A jackscrew drives a mechanical linkage to
one of three positions. Relay 5K1 turns the
motor off and on; relay 5K2 is the reversing
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A_ MAIN POWER SWITCH

Figure 9. RTM pow,er supply.
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C. LOCAL/REMOTE SWITCH
D. RADIATE/RESET SW!TCH

E. MAGNETRON CURRENT RAISE/lOWE.R
SWITCH

Figure 10. Transmitter panel.

relay. Switches 81, S2, and S3 (each with two throughout, since SIB is open when 5K3 is
sections, A and B) are operated by a earn energized. Switch S3B does not close until the
mounted on the jackscrews. 81 operates at jackscrew reaches 60°. When the jackscrew
15°, S2 at 30°, and S3 at 60°. Switches S4 reaches the 30° position, 82A opens,
and S5 are limit switches at the extreme deenergizing relay 5Kl to remove power from
upper and lower limits of jackscrew travel. the motor. .

2-25. If the SECTOR SCAN WIDTH 2-27. When the SECTOR SCA1~ WIDTH
switch is moved from 30° to 15°, relay 5K3 switch is moved from 30° to 60°, relay 5Kl
energizes. Relay 5KI is energized through energizes and the motor drives the jackscrew
switch SIA and 5K3 (5-7). Relay 5K2 is toward the 60° position. Relay 5K2 remains
energized through switch SIB and 5K3 (2-4). deenergized because S2B is open in the 30°
Power is applied to terminals 1 and 3 of the position. When the jackscrew reaches the 60°
motor to drive the jackscrew toward the 15° position, S3A opens, deenergizing 5Kl to
position. When this position is reached, switch stop the motor. Switch S2B closes to
SI opens, deenergizing relays 5Kl and 5K2 to complete a path for reversing 5K2. Relay 5K2
stop the motor. energizes whenever 5KI is reenergized to start

2-26. If the SECTOR SCAN WIDTH the motor. Then the motor drives the
switch is returned to the 30° position, relay jackscrew toward the 15° position. Whenever
5K3 deenergizes. Relay 5Kl energizes the antenna is changing nod angles or scan-
through S2A (5-7), applying power to ning 60°, relay 9AIKI energizes to reduce the
terminals 1 and 2 of the motor. The motor antenna drive voltage from 18 VAC to 9 VAC.
drives the jackscrew toward the 60° position. 2-28. Notice on foldout 4-2 that the 115
Note that 5K2 remains deenergized VAC is applied to the primary of transformer
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5Tl. This induces 26 VAC in the secondary.
The 26 VAC is applied through phase shift
capacitor 5C4 to elevation servomotor MG2
(1-3). The variable field winding is between
pins 2 and 4. The tachometer is on the same
motor shaft. The excitation winding of the
tachometer has 115 VAC applied to pins 5
and 7, and its output is at pins 8 and 6. The
115 VAC is applied to elevation control
transformer 5B4; its output is a signal to the
RHI scope that indicates the elevation angular
position of the antenna.

2-29. Synchro 5B2 is the azimuth control
transformer and is excited by 115 VAC. It is
positioned by azimuth movement of the
antenna and furnishes position signals to the

main PPI. The 5rvIGl azimuth servo unit is
excited at pins 5 and 7 by 115 VAC. The
tachometer output is at pins 6 and 8, and the
variable field windings of the motor are at
pins 1, 2, 3, and 4. The motor operates the
blower.

2-30. The 115 VAC operates motor
7AIB2, tachometer 7AIBl, and synchro
control transformer 7AIB5, which is
connected to the handcrank for manual
control of the elevation antenna. Of the
components on foldout 4-3, motor 7A4B3
and tachometer 7A4B4 are located in the
main PPI. Control transformer 7A4A9 is
connected to the handcrank for manual
control of the azimuth antenna.

TABLE 1
AN/FPS-77 TURN-ON AND TURN-OFF

PROCEDURES AND NORMAL INDICATIONS

PRESET POSITIONS FOR SWITCHES AND CONTROLS

1. RHI scope elevation AUTOMATIC/MANUAL switch, figure 6(1), to MANUAL.
2. Amplifier-detector ISO ECHO switch, figure 7(C), to OFF.
3. Amplifier-detector noise meter OFF/STANDBY/OPERATE switch, figure 7(A), to OFF.
4. A/R scope RANGE SELECTOR switch, figure 8(F), to one of the A SCAN positions.
5. Main PPI azimuth AUTOMATIC/MANUAL switch, figure 7(1), to AUTOMATIC.
6. Main PPI DISPLAY MODE switch, figure 7(V), to STANDBY.
7. Console TRANSMITTER RADIATE ON/OFF switch, figure 7(0), to OFF.
8. All three console indicator INTENSITY and VIDEO GAIN controls, figure 6 (C & D), 7 (K & U), 8

(A & E), fully counterclockwise (CCW).
9. RTM power supply MAIN POWER switch, figure 9(A), to ON.

10. RTM radar modulator POWER ON/OFF switch, figure 10(B), to ON.
11. RTM TRANSMITTER RADIATE/RESET switch, figure 10(D), to RESET.
12. RTM MODE switch, figure 10(C), to REMOTE.

TURN-ON PROCEDlJRES

STEP FIGURE
AND INDEX

1 l1(A)
2 11(E)
3 l1(F)
4 11(G)

5 7(Q)

6 11(B)

7 11(C)

8 11(D)

9 7(0)
10 7(L & M)

11 7(L & M)

SWITCH OR CONTROL SETTING

MAIN POWER switch to ON
ANTENNA switch to ON
RTM switch to ON
REMOTE switch to ON
WAIT 2 MINUTES
DC VOLTS switch to -150, +150, and
+300.

INDICATOR HEIGHT RANGE (RHI
scope) switch to ON
INDICAT;)R AMPLITUDE RANGE
(A/R scope) switch to ON
INDICATOR AZIMUTH RANGE (PPI
scope) switch to ON. WAIT 5 MINUTES.
DO NOT PROCEED UNTIL READY
LAMP LIGHTS.
TRANSMITTER ON/OFF switch to ON
Hold TRANSMITTER RAISE/LOWER
switch to RAISE. Observe
TRANSMITTER average current meter.
NOTE: YOU MAY HAVE TO OPERATE
THE TRANSMITTER AT 10 ma FOR A
SHORT TIME IF THE SET HAS BEEN
OFF OVER 2 HOURS.
Release RAISE/LOWER switch.

18

NORMAL INDICA TION

Indicator lamp on.
Indicator lamp on.
Indicator lamp on.
Indicator lamp on.

DC VOLTS meter, figure 7(R),
indicates correct voltage at
each position of DC VOLTS
swich
Indicator lamp on.

Indicator lamp OiL

Indicator lamp on.

Radiate lamp on.
Meter reading slowly increases
to 15.5 ma.

Meter indicates 15.5 (± 0.25)
ma.



12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
24

TABLE 1 (Cont'd)

7(8)

7(8)

8(C & E)

8(A)

8{G}

8(D)

8(D & F)

8(F)

6(C)

6(B)

S(A)

6(D)

STEP! FiGURE

____~i--A-"VDIND~E~X~+_----------------------------------~---------------------------

I
I
I
!

I

6(H)

25 6(I & G)

26 6(F)

27 7(V & U)

28 7(J)

29 7(K)

30 7(V)

31 7(V)

SWITCH OR CONTROL SETTING

CRYSTAL CURREl"T AFC/SIGNAL
switch to AFC.

CRYSTAL CURRENT AFCjSIG_ AL
switch to SIGNAL.
NOTE: TB.""ERTM CRYSTAL C{JRRENT
METERS AND SWITCH ARE SHOWN
IN FIGlJRE 12(A & B)
Rotate the AIR scope INTENSITY and
STROBE GAIN controls clockwise (CW).

Rotate the AIR scope VIDEO GAIN
control CWo
Rotate the AiR scope RA.l\iGE Mi.\RKS
control CWo

Rotate the STROBE POSITION control
CWand CCW.

AIR scope RANGE SELECTOR switch
to R SCAN and rotate the STROBE
POSITION control CW and CCW.
RANGE SELECTOR switch to TEST.

Rotate RHI scope INTENSITY control
slowly CWo

Rotate RHI scope RANGE MARK
INTENSITY control slowly CWo
Rotate RHI scope STROBE INTENSITY
control slowly CWo

Rotate Rill scope VIDEO GAIN control
CWo
Rotate ELEVATION HANDWHEEL CW
and CCW.

RHI scope AUTOM_J\TIC/MANUAL
switch to AUTOl\.LA.TIC. Rotate
SELECTOR SCAN WIDTH control to
15°,30°, and 60e

.

RHI scope HEIGHT switch to 40KFT
and 80KFT.

PPI scope DISPLAY MODE switch to
WRITE. Rotate INTENSITY control
slowly CWo
Rotate PPI scope RANGE M_J\RK GALl\i
control slowly CWo
Rotate PPI scope VIDEO GAIN control
CWo

Hold DISPLAY MODE switch to ERASE.

Release DISPLA Y MODE switch.
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NORi\lIA.L INDICATION

Crystal current meters, figure
7(T), indicate at least 0.3 ma
and remain steady. (Flicker or
scanning indicates AFC is not
locked in).
Crystal current meters indicate
0.4 to 0.8 ma.

Trace (sweep) appears on the
CRT with a negative, 5-mile
strobe at the beginning of the
trace, as shown on figure 2.
Main bang, targets, and receiver
noise appear. (See fig. 2.)
Range marks appear on trace at
intervals set by the RANGE
MARK SELECTOR switch on
the REFERENCE SIGNAL
GENERATOR. Figure 2 shows
Ifl-mile marks.
Strobe moves back and forth
across the trace. Figure 2
shows strobe "lith control fully
CCW.
Range marks appear to move
back and forth as you rotate
the control.
250-mile sweep. Range marks
between positive spikes at both
ends of sweep. (See fig. 3_)
Trace appears on CRT with
slight curvature indicating
earth curvature correction, as
shown on figure 14.
Range marks appear. (See fig.
14.)
Range strobe appears as fi-mile
intensified area of trace. (See
fig. 14.)
Targets and receiver noise
appear.
Sweep moves up for CW
rotation, down for CCW
rotation. In figure 14, arrows
indicate direction of sweep
movement.
The RHI scope automatically
scans sector set by SECTOR
SCAN WIDTH control.

Normal sweep with maximum
height capability of 40,000 ft
or 80,000 ft.
Sweep extends from center to
outer edge of CRT. Sweep
rotates CW only. (See fig. 15.)
Range marks appear as
intensifiedcircJes. (See fig. 15.)
Sweep darkens slightly as
receiver noise and targets
appear.
CRT brightens and display
fades out. After 10 seconds,
CRT is blank.
DISPLAY MODE switch
returns to STANDBY.



TABLE 1 (Cont'd)

STEP FIGURE
AND INDEX SWITCH OR CONTROL SETTING NORMAL INDICATION

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

7(I,V,H)

7(D & C)

7(C)

7(E)

7(E)

--'j"(M-& L)

7(0)

7(B)

7(A)

7(A)

7(F)

10(C)

10(D)

10(A & E)

10(E)

13(J)

13(G,I,H)

13(G,I,A)

13(B)

13(A,D,C)

12(D)

PPI AUTOMATIC/MANUAL switch to
MANUAL. DISPLAY MODE switch to
WRITE. Rotate AZIMUTH
HANDWHEEL CW and CCW.
ISO ECHO LEVEL-DB switch to 10. ISO
ECHO OFF/ON ALARM DISABLE
switch to ON.
ISO ECHO OFF/ON/ALARM DISABLE
switch to OFF.
RANGE NORMALIZATION switch to
30NMI, 60NMI, and 120NMI.

RANGE NORMALIZATION switch to
OFF.
TRANSMITTER RAISE/LOWER switch
to LOWER.
TRANSMITTER ON/OFF switch to
OFF.
NOISE METER switch to STANDBY.
Rotate the METER ADJUST to obtain
noise meter reading of 10 microamperes.
WAIT 1 MINUTE.
NOISE METER switch to OPR.

NOISE METER switch to OFF.

LIN /LOG switch to LIN and LOG.

RTM LOCAL/REMOTE switch to
LOCAL.
RTM TRANSMITTER
RADIATE/RESET switch to RADIATE.
Hold RAISE/LOWER switch to RAISE
and observe transmitter average current
meter.
Release RAISE/LOWER switch when
meter reads 15.5 ma.
Rotate performance monitor
INTENSITY control CWo
Performance monitor SWEEP
SELECTOR switch to 30NMI, then to
120NMI. VIDEO SELECTOR switch to
RCVR VIDEO. Rotate VIDEO GAIN
control CWo
SWEEP SELECTOR switch to 5 J..!SEC.
VIDEO SELECTOR switch to RF
PULSE. KLYSTRON/MAGNETRON
switch to MAGNETRON.
Rotate FREQUENCY METER MCS
control until magnetron pulse on
performance monitor CRT decreases in
amplitude.
MAGNETRON /KL YSTRON switch to
KLYSTRON. Rotate FREQUENCY
METER SENSITIVITY control CW until
FREQUENCY METER reads midscale.
Rotate FREQUENCY METER MCS
control until FREQUENCY METER
decreases to minimum.
POWER/SWR SET/SWR switch to
POWER.
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Normal PPI scope presentation
when handwheel is rotated.

Main bang disappears from
A/R scope. See main bang on
A/R scope in figure 2.
Main bang on A/R scope
appears.
Receiver noise on A/R scope
decreases at first part of sweep
and slowly increases as range
increases, as shown on figure
16.
Normal A/R scope
presentation.
Transmitter average current
meter slowly moves to O.
Radiate lamp off.

Noise meter reading increases.

Noise meter reading increases
and receiver noise amplitude
on A/R scope increases.
Noise meter indicates zero.
A/R scope receiver noise
returns to normal level.
Receiver noise on A/R scope in
both positions of switch.
Local indicator lamp on.

Radiate lamp on.

Meter slowly moves to a
reading of 15.5 ma.

Meter indicates 15.5 (±0.25)
ma.
Sweep appears on CRT.

Performance monitor has main
bang and receiver noise in both
positions of the SWEEP
SELECTOR switch.

Positive magnetron pulse
appears on CRT.

Magnetron frequency is
indicated by FREQUENCY
METER MCS control.

Frequency reading on
FREQUENCY METER MCS
control should be 30 MHz
above magnetron frequency.

POWER/SWR MONITOR
meter, figure 12(C), reads 125
to 150 watts.



TABLE 1 (Cont'd)

TURN-OFF PROCEDURES

1. Hold RTM RAISE/LOWER switch, figure 10(E), to LOWER until transmitter average
current meter reads zero.

2. Place TRANSMITTER RADIATE/RESET switch, figure 10(D), to RESET and RTM
REMOTE/LOCAL switch, figure lO(C), to REMOTE.

3. Rotate INTENSITY controls, figures 13(J), 7(U), 6(C), 8(E), fully CCW.
4. Place power ON/OFF switches, figure 11 (B,C,D,E,F,G), to OFF.
5. Place MAIN POWER switch, figure 11(A), to OFF.

2-31. You may wonder how a knowledge
of AC power distribution helps you in
troubleshooting. Since the AC power is
controlled by switches and relays, including
time delay relays, the set should have specific
indications or equipment operating as you
turn on each switch or as each relay energizes.
Table 11ists the preset, turn-on, and turn-off
procedures along with the normal indications
for each step. The letters in parentheses
behind the figure numbers refer to the index
letters on figures 6 through 13. Be sure to do
the steps in the sequence shown in the table.
Also refer to figures 14, 15, and 16.

2-32. Power Supplies. In addition to the
115 V AC, the FPS-77 radar set requires DC
operating voltages. These DC voltages are for
B+ and bias potentials for circuit operation

\. L

A. MAIN POWER ON/OFF SWITCH
B. RHI ·SCOPEMAIN POWER SWITCH
C. AIR SCOPE MAIN POW,ERSWITCH

,
I

~\
C j

1
I

and for DC relays. There are three main
power supplies. They are the console power
supply (shown on FO 8, sheets 1 and 2), the
remote indicator power supply (shown on FO
9), and the RTM power supply (shown on FO
10, sheets 1 and 2).

2-33. Console and remote indicator. The
circuit analysis of the console and remote
indicator power supplies is basically the same.
The main differences between the two are in
the connectors and component identification
numbers. The console power supply provides
DC operating voltages for all assemblies and
subassemblies of the console except the RHI,
AIR, and PPI display tubes.

2-34. The control circuits allow the tube
filaments to heat up and bias voltages to be
applied before applying B+ voltages. This is

• ~-:",.--- F

/t~.~...o.- ~~;.-_E
! l· f .
'@ ~ ,%J .~:,~ •., __ i .••;._-- 0.@@. ~~;~__ C
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D. PPI SCOPE MAIN POWER SWITCH
E. ANTENNA MAIN POWE·RSWITCH

F. RTM MAIN POWER SWITCH
G, ·REMOTEPPI MAIN POWER SWITCH

Figure 11. Power distribution panel.
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A. CRYSTAL CUR~ENT MEf.5RS B. AFC/SIGNAL CRYSTAL CURRENT
SWITCH

C. POWE.R/SWR MONITOR METE·R
D. POWER MONITOR SELECTORSWITCH

Figure 12. Power monitor.

done by relays and time delay circuits, as
shown on foldout 8-1. Regulated 115 VAC is
applied to 7A6J2 (B-C), where it is routed to
the primary of filament transformer T4 and
90-second time delay relay K1. After the 90
seconds for tube filament warmup, relay K1

applies AC to relay K2. K2 has self-holding
contacts (5-7) and applies AC to relay K4
through relay K3 (3-2 and 7-6). (Relay K3
energizes when the -150 VDC bias power
supply energizes its solenoid, as shown on FO
8-2.) K4 (4-2) applies AC to the primary of
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T'L, the +300-volt supply, and to T2, the
+150-volt supply.

2-35. The regulated +300-volt supply
contains transformer Tl and the full-wave
rectifier consisting of diodes CRl, CR2, CR3,
CR4, CRI8, and CRI9. They produce the
.high DC voltage that is filtered by inductor

, ~. ~

'!,(~

0:

Ll and capacitor Cl. Three series regulators,
VI, V2, and V3, are connected in parallel and
control the load current. (An increase in load
decreases the output voltage and a decrease in
load increases the output voltage.) V4 is the
errol' detector and amplifier. V5 is a voltage
regulator tube that holds the voltage at the

J

/

H

---------~-. -- - ------
~:t fREQUENCY METER

\
C 0 E 30250-3-2·22F

A. MAGNETRON/KLYSTRON SelECTOR
SWITCH

B. FREQUENCY METER MCS CONTROL
C. FREQUENCY METER

D. FREQUENCY METER SENSITIVITY CONTROL
E. REFLECTOR VOLTAGE TUNING CONTROL
F. RESONATOR TUNING CONTROL

G. SWEEP SELECTOR SWITCH

H. VIDEO GAIN CONTROL
I. VIDEO SELECTOR SWITCH
J. INTENSITY CONTROL

Figure 13. Performance monitor and frequency meter.
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Figure 14. RHI scope presentation.

grid, pin 7 of V4, constant. R27 adjusts the
+300-volt output and is part of the voltage
divider network that senses changes in the
output voltage. When the +300-volt output
tends to increase, the increase in current
through voltage divider R24, R25, R26, R27,
and R28 increases the positive potential on
the wiper of R27. This positive voltage
decreases the conduction of V4B, whose
output increases the conduction of V4A. The
V4A output is less positive and this voltage is
directly coupled to the grids of series
regulators VI, V2, and V3, decreasing their
conduction. The decreased current flow
through the series regulators decreases the
load current and the output voltage decreases.
Overload protection is provided by fuse
7A6Fl.

2-36. The regulated +150-volt supply,
shown on foldout 8-2, contains transformer
T2, full-wave rectifier CR5 through CR8,
filter inductor L2, and capacitor C7. Tube V6
is the series regulator, and V7 is the error
detector and amplifier. Reference VR tube
V9 provides reference voltage to pin 7 of
error detector V7. Potentiometer R43 adjusts
the +150-volt output and is part of the
voltage divider network that senses changes in
the output voltage. Note that this voltage
divider is connected between the +150-volt
supply and the -150-volt supply. Therefore,
the -150-volt supply affects the output of the
+150-volt supply. Otherwise, regulation in the
+150-volt supply is similar to regulation in the
+300-volt supply. Overload protection is
provided by fuse 7A6F2 on foldout 8-l.

2-37. The regulated -150-volt supply,
- shown on foldout 8-2, uses transformer T3,

full-wave rectifier diodes CR9 through CR12,

filter inductor L3, and capacitor C12. Tube
V8 is the series regulator, transistor Q1 the
error amplifier, and transistor Q2 the error
detector. V9 is the reference tube. R57
adjusts the -150-volt output and ~ens~s
changes in the output voltage. Operation IS
similar to that of the +300-volt supply. R60,
CR17, and K3 insure that the - 150-volt
supply is operating before power is applied t?
the B+ supplies. Overload protection IS
provided by fuse 7A6F3, shown on foldout
8-1.

2-38. The unregulated +28-volt supply,
shown on foldout 8-2, uses transformer T3
and full-wave bridge rectifier diodes CR13
through CR16 to provide +28 volts to operate
the remote control power circuits of the
console. The output is not filtered but is
protected by fuse 7A6F4.

2-39. RTM. The RTM power supply
provides all AC and DC operating voltages for
the RTM except for the CRT and modulator.
The schematic diagram of the RTM power
supply is found on foldout 10.

2-40. The control circuits permit RTM
power to be controlled from the console.
Whenever a door or panel is opened,
interlocks remove power from the
high-voltage circuits. Also, power cannot be
applied until the filaments are warmed up and

- the - 150-volt bias supply is operating.
Unregulated 115-volt AC power is applied to
3A5J1 (J-K). Local power is controlled by
main power switch 3A581. The main power is
remotely controlled by relay 3A5K1, which is
controlled by switch 786 at the console.

2-41. When main power switch 3A581 is
closed and relay 3A5K1 is energized, power is
applied to the filament transformer of the
performance monitor and to the primary

\,
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Figure 15. Main PPI scope presentation.
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winding of T2 in the RTM power supply.
Transformer T2 provides 6.3 VAC for the
regulator tube filaments, 50 VAC for the
-12-volt unregulated DC supply, and 450
VAC for the - 150-volt unregulated and
- 300-volt regulated DC supply circuit. When
-150 volts is at TP-20 (pin F of connector
3A5J2), relay K4 energizes. K4 (3-4 and 6-7)
applies power to the contacts of K2. When
time delay relay K2 energizes after 30
seconds, it applies power to K3. When relay
K3 energizes, it applies 115 VAC to the J

primary of transformer 3A5T1 to energize the
+300-volt and +150-volt power supplies. At
the same time, the delayed 115 volts AC is
applied to high-voltage power supply 3A1Pl,
which provides - 2.5 KV for the performance
monitor CRT and the keep-alive electrode of
the duplexer.

2-42. The regulated +300-volt supply uses
V1A, shown on foldout 10-2, as a series
regulator. Tube V2 is the enol' detector and
amplifier. Transformer T1 and diodes CRI
through CR8, shown on foldout 10-1, make
up a full-wave bridge rectifier that provides
high DC voltage to filter inductor L1 and
capacitor Cl (FO 10-2). Potentiometer Rll is
the voltage adjust and senses changes in the
+300-volt output. When the output voltage
increases, the voltage drop at the wiper of
RII increases. This decreases current flow
through detector V2B. The increased positive
plate voltage of V2B is coupled to the grid of
V2A, increasing its conduction. The less
positive voltage at the plate of V2A is coupled
to the grid of series regulator VIA, decreasing
its conduction and decreasing load current.
When the series regulator decreases load
current, load voltage decreases. The +300-volt
supply is protected by fuse 3A5F4.

2-43. The regulated +150-volt supply uses
transformer Tl and full-wave rectifier diodes
CR9, CRlO, CR29, and CR30, shown on
foldout 10-1, to supply +240 volts DC to
filter inductor L3 and capacitor C6 (FO
10-2). Tube VIB is the series regulator. Ql is
the error voltage amplifier, and Q2 is the error
detector. V3 supplies the reference voltage for
Q2. Potentiometer R24 is the +150 voltage
adjustment and senses changes in the
+150-volt output. The operation of the
+150-volt regulating circuit is similar to that
of the +300-volt supply except that the
+150-volt supply utilizes transistors. Overload
protection is provided by fuse 3A5F3.

2-44. The unregulated +230-volt supply
uses the same transformer and rectifier as the
+150-volt supply. The +230-volts DC is
filtered by inductor L2 (FO 10-1) and
capacitor C7 (FO 10-2). Unregulated +230

EFFECT OF RANGE NORMALIZATION

MAIN
BANG
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Figure 16. AIR scope range normalization presentation.

volts DC is applied to connector 3A5J2 (T)
for the noise generating circuits in the RTM.
The circuit is fused by 3A5Fl.

2-45. The regulated - 15O-volt and
+300-volt supplies use T2 and full-wave
rectifier diodes CR16, CR17, CRI8, CR19,
CR3l, and CR32 to provide - 360 volts DC to
filter L4 and C15.

2-46. The - 360 unregulated, filtered
voltage is applied to voltage divider resistors
R29, R30, R47, potentiometers R27 and
R28, and parallel resistors R38 and R39. Part
of the voltage divider is in parallel with
l50-volt VR tubes V4 and V5 and Zener
diode CRll. Together they maintain a
constant voltage across part of the voltage
divider. A negative reference of
approximately -150 volts DC is at the wiper
of R28 and is applied to the base of transistor
Q3. Since the -150-volt output is connected
to the emitter of Q3 and Q4, the entire
change in the output is applied to the emitters
of both Q3 and Q4. If the output tends to go
more negative, the collector of Q3 goes even
more negative. This appears as a more
negative voltage on the base of Q4, decreasing
its conduction. This applies a less negative
(positive going) voltage to the grid of parallel
regulator V6A. Since V6A is a parallel
regulator, the increase in the conduction of
V6A reduces the -150-volt output. The
operation of the - 300-volt regulation circuit
is identical to the operation of the - 150-volt
circuit. The reference voltage for the
- 300-volt supply is at the wiper of
potentiometer R27. Transistors Q5 and Q6
are the difference amplifiers and V6B is the
parallel regulator. Fuse 3A5F2 protects both
the -150-volt and the - 300-volt supplies.

2-47. The -12-volt and filament supplies
consisting of transformer T2 and full-wave
bridge rectifier diodes CR24 through CR27
provide a negative DC voltage to filter L5,
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C18, and C21, shown on Fa 10-1. The
- 26-volt rectifier output is regulated to 12
volts by Zener diode CR28 and is applied to
connector 3A5J2 (B). Other secondaries of
T2 supply 6.3-volt AC filament voltage for all
assemblies and subassemblies in the RTM
except the performance monitor CRT and the
modulator circuits. Now that you have
studied the way that the operating voltages
for the FPS-77 are distributed and generated,
you are ready to study the way these voltages
are used to operate the circuits in the set.

2 -4 8 . Reference Signal Generator.
Sometimes the reference signal generator is
considered to be the brain of the radar set.
Just as body coordination is controlled by
impulses from the brain, timing signals from
the reference signal generator coordinate the
operations of the radar set. The principal
timing signal is the master trigger, which
determines the PRF of the radar set and is the
reference for other timing signals. The
pretrigger is routed to the RTM to fire the
transmitter. The system trigger starts the
display sweeps, range normalization signal,
and range marks. Schematics in the manual
for the timing circuits are on foldout 11
(trigger generator), foldout 12 (trigger delay
generator), foldout 13 (range mark
generator), and foldout 14 (reference signal
generator interconnecting wiring).

2-49. Trigger generator. The trigger
generator contains a tuning fork oscillator, a
one-shot multivibrator, and a blocking
oscillator, as shown on foldout 11. The
circuits generate a master trigger pulse, which
is 31 volts in amplitude, 0.3 microsecond in
duration, and approximately 324 pps in
frequency. Tuning fork oscillator 7A5Al VI is
a free-running oscillator; the frequency
determining component is a tuning fork. One
tine of the tuning fork is driven by an
electromagnet connected to the output circuit
of a two-stage, RC-coupled amplifier. The
mechanical motion of the tuning fork changes
the magnetic flux in the pickup coil mounted
close to the second tine. The voltage induced
into the pickup is applied to the amplifier
input as regenerative feedback to maintain
oscillation. Rl adjusts the amount of
feedback; you use it to adjust the amplitude
of the oscillator output. The tuning fork
establishes the frequency at approximately
324 Hz (actually 323.62 Hz).

2-50. One-shot multivibrator 7A5Al V2
receives the signal from the tuning fork
oscillator through switch SI. Switch SI also
selects an external trigger for testing. The
negative alternation from the tuning fork
oscillator causes the one-shot multivibrator to

produce an output pulse that has a very steep
trailing edge. This positive-going trailing edge
fires blocking oscillator 7A5Al V3, which
produces the master trigger pulse. The master
trigger pulse is 31 volts in amplitude and is
applied to connector A1Jl (H). It is routed to
connector A2Jl (H) in the trigger delay
module.

2-51. Trigger delay generator. The trigger
delay module, shown on foldout 12, takes the
master trigger from the trigger generator and
produces two separate pulses-the pre trigger
and the system trigger. The timing of each is
individually adjusted in relationship to the
master trigger. Each can be delayed between
12 and 90 microseconds. The triggers are
delayed to compensate for the transmission
time in the cables between the console and
RTM; therefore, the main bang is positioned
at the zero-range point on each CRT.

2-52. The master trigger is applied to two
identical circuits that contain a phantastron,
an amplifier, and a blocking oscillator.
7A5A2Vl, 7A5A2V3A, and 7A5A2V 4
generate the system trigger, and 7A5A2V2,
7A5A2V3B, and 7A5A2V5 generate the
pretrigger. The phantastron 7A5A2V1
produces a square wave for each master
trigger. The duration of the output pulse is
determined by the RC time constant of C2
and R3, plus the position of Rl. The trailing
edge of the phantastron square wave
determines the delay of the system trigger.
(Phantastron V2 delays the pretrigger.) The
square wave is differentiated by C5 and R9;
the positive spike is shorted by CR3, and the
negative spike at the trailing edge is applied to
V3A. V3A amplifies the spike and applies it
to blocking oscillator V4. Two system trigger
outputs are applied to J4 for application to
the console scopes and J5 for the remote
scopes. The pretrigger to the RTM is applied
to J2.

2-53. Range mark generator. The range
mark generator, shown on foldout 13,
provides a train of O.4-microsecond range
marks each time it is triggered by the system
trigger. Before the system trigger is applied to
the range mark generator, it is routed through
A/R scope RANGE SELECTOR switch
7A2S3 and a 6-microsecond delay line, as
shown in foldout 15. The delayed system
trigger, the post trigger, pulses one-shot
multivibrator 7A5A3Vl in the range mark
generator (Fa 13). The recovery time of the
one-shot multivibrator is equivalent to a radar
range of approximately 225 nautical miles.
The negative gate is applied to cathode
follower 7A5A3V2A, which isolates the
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Figure 17. Sine wave oscillator.

one-shot and applies the gate to squelcher
7A5A3V2B.

2-54. The simplified diagram of the sine
wave oscillator is shown in figure 17. The
225-mile negative gate cuts off 7A5A3V2B.
The tank circuit in its cathode circuit
oscillates at its resonant frequency.
Oscillations are maintained by positive
feedback from the cathode of 7A5A3V3A. At
the end of the negative gate, A3V2B conducts
and dampens the tank circuit oscillations. The
amplitude of the oscillations is controlled by
the damping potentiometer, R6, R7, R8, or
R9, as shown on foldout 14. Each positive
half-cycle of the oscillation reverse biases
diode CR2, blocking this part of the signal
from 7A5A3V3B. The negative part of the
oscillation forward biases CR2 and is applied
to the grid of V3B. The frequency of
oscillation is such that the time between
negative half-cycles is equivalent to the range
mark intervals selected by RANGE MARK
SELECTOR switch 7A5S6. A different tank
circuit and damping potentiometer is used for
each range mark interval (5, 10, 25, and 50
nautical miles).

2-55. The negative pulses applied to the
grid of driver V3B (FO 13) are amplified and

inverted. The positive pulses at the plate are
shaped and coupled to blocking oscillator
A3V4, which produces range marks that are 2
volts in amplitude. The range marks are sent
to all console and remote indicators. The
TEST position of AIR scope RANGE
SELECTOR switch 7A2S3 is used to check
the number and spacing of range marks.

2-56. Transmitting Circuits. Just as the
system trigger is applied to the range mark
generator, the pretrigger is applied to the
transmitter. The transmitter is divided into
three sections. The first section, the triggering
circuits, is where the trigger from the
reference signal generator is coupled to the
transmitter. The second section, the RF pulse
generator, is where the high-voltage
magnetron pulse is formed. The third section,
the microwave circuits, couples the signal
from the magnetron to the antenna. The
following paragraphs cover each of the three
sections, beginning with the triggering
circuits.

2-57. Triggering circuits. The pretrigger
from the reference signal generator enters the
RTM at performance monitor connector
3A1J2, shown on foldout 16-1. From 3A1J2,
the trigger, is applied to the grid of amplifier
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V2A. The output of V2A is directly coupled
to blocking oscillator V3, which is used as a
cathode follower. One of three outputs from
pin 8 of V3 goes to the right on foldout 16-1
(line E) and goes to foldout 16-2, where it
starts the performance monitor sweep.

2-58. A second output from V3 goes to
the left on foldout 16-1 and is coupled to the
grid of cathode follower V2B. The output of
V2B goes to a test jack. The third output of
V3 goes through isolation diode CR2 to
3A1J6 and is applied to 3A10P2, shown on
foldout 17 in lower left corner. Notice that
foldout 17 is divided into two modules, 3A10
and 3A11. The components in module 3All
include RF filter 3AllZ2 and the relays and
control devices for modulator AC power
distribution, as previously discussed.

2-59. Pulse generator. Module 3A10
contains the components that develop and
shape the pulse that triggers the magnetron.
The high-voltage power supply consists of
full-wave rectifier diodes CR1 and CR4; filters
C7, C5, and L2; charging choke L3; holding
diode CR2; inverse current diode CR3; and
pulse forming network Zl.

2-60. Before the trigger is applied to the
circuit, pulse forming network Z1 charges to
13 KV. The system trigger enters at 3A10P2,
as shown on foldout 17, and is coupled to the
grid of amplifier VIA. From VIA, the trigger
is transformer-coupled to the grid of V1B.
Isolation cathode follower V1B couples the
pulse to the grid of thyratron V2. When V2
fires, it provides a low impedance path for the
pulse forming network to discharge. The
discharge path is through the T5 primary and
V2 to the other side of the pulse network.
The pulse network applies to a 2-microsecond
pulse to T5. T5 steps up the pulse to a
negative 24-KV pulse in the secondary, which
is applied to the cathode of magnetron 3V1.
The magnetron oscillates at its predetermined
frequency. The output from 3V1 is an RF
pulse whose duration is determined by the
pulse forming network. Additional RF pulses
are generated at a pulse repetition frequency
that is determined by the reference signal
generator. Transformer 3A10T6 is a stepdown
magnetron filament transformer. The output
of the magnetron is applied to the microwave
circuits, as shown on foldout 18.

2-61. Microwave circuits. The RF energy
from the magnetron enters the waveguide as
shown at the top left side of foldout 18. The
RF energy passes through the duplexer as it is
directed to the antenna. The duplexer is a
ferrite circulator with magnetic elements that
provide maximum transfer of energy to the
proper output. We shall discuss the duplexer

and its associated components as we analyze
the circuits of the receiver.

2-62. Receiver Circuits. The RF pulses that
are transmitted by the antenna system strike
objects, and some of the energy is reflected
back to the antenna. However, the power or
energy in these reflected signals is very small.
The receiver circuits must be very sensitive to
detect and amplify these returns and convert
them to video signals while introducing a
minimum of noise.

2-63. The receiving system contains all the
circuits to convert the microwave RF signal to
a 30-MHz IF signal, amplify the IF signal, and
demodulate it for target information. The
receiving system has automatic frequency
control (AFC) of the local oscillator, linear or
logarithmic amplification of the IF signal, and
range normalization and ISO ECHO control
circuits. You can use the noise tube and noise
meter to measure the receiver noise. In tracing
the RF signal through the receiver, we shall
begin at the antenna and follow the signal
through the RTM circuits.

2-64. Microwave circuits. The returned
radar signal is picked up by the antenna and
fed into the directional coupler, shown on
foldout 18. The bolometer elements in the
directional coupler sample energy for the
power measurement circuits. From the
directional coupler, the signal passes to the
duplexer. The duplexer directs the transmitter
energy to the antenna and the reflected
energy to the receiver. The received RF
energy is routed to crystal protector tube
3A2V3, which prevents the transmitter
energy from being applied to the signal
crystals. From there, the energy is coupled
through the noise tube and to the crystal
mixers. In addition to the reflected RF
energy, reflex klystron 3A2A2V1 applies an
RF signal that is 30 MHz above the received
signal to both mixers. Suppose the magnetron
frequency is 5450 MHz. This is also the
frequency of the RF signal from the target,
which is applied to crystal mixers 3A2CR3
and 3A2CR4. By mixing the 5450-MHz
received RF signal with the klystron
frequency of 5480 MHz, the crystal mixers
produce the 30-MHz IF signal.

2-65. Power measurement circuits. The
directional coupler in the main waveguide
samples forward and reflected transmitter
power. Bolometer RT1 detects forward power
and bolometer RT2 detects reflected power.
As shown on foldout 19, the power signals are
sent to a bias network and to selector switch
S2. The switch has three positions, as follows:
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a. POWER (FWD on FO 19). The
POWER/8WR MONITOR meter indicates
average radiated power.

b. SWR SET (SET SWR on FO 19). This
position is used to set meter 3A12M3 to
calibrated position for standing wave ratio.

c. 8WR. 3A12M3 indicates reflected power
to forward power standing wave ratio.

2-66. Power signals are routed from 82 to
transformer T1, which couples the power
signals to an eight-stage amplifier, VI through
V4. These are ordinary RC-coupled
amplifiers. The final amplifier is a power
amplifier that feeds the power signals into
full-wave rectifier CR1 and CR2. The rectified
signals are applied to meter 3A12M3.

2-67. IF preamplifier. As shown in foldout
20, the IF preamplifier is a three-stage tuned
amplifier that has a balanced input from the
signal mixer. The output is a single-ended
output for the 50-ohm coaxial cable. The
balanced input signal enters the preamplifier
through two short lengths of coaxial cable
and BNC connectors 3A2P8 and 3A2P9. At
the preamplifier, the IF and DC components
or-th'e' signal are separated. Two filter
networks (L1, L2, C1, and C2, plus L3, L4,
C6, and C7) separate the positive and negative
DC components and apply them to J1 (F-J)
to monitor forward and reverse crystal
current. Crystal current is indicated by meters
3A1M1 and 3A1M2 on the RTM front panel.
The meter circuit is shown on foldout 2l.
Forward and reverse crystal current can also
be monitored at the console on meters
7A5M1 and 7A5M2.

2-68. The IF signal is coupled by
capacitors C3 and C4 to the primary winding
of transformer T1, as shown on foldout 20.
VI and V2 are a neutralized cascode
amplifier. The output of the casco de amplifier
is coupled through C15 to V3. Inductors L10
and Lll are the plate load of V3. When
selected by Sl, the PI-section pad consisting
of resistors RIO, Rll, and R12 attenuates the
output signal. PREAMP GAIN potentiometer
3A4R6, located on the noise tube power
supply chassis (FO 28), varies the gain of the
output stage over a 10-db range by changing
the bias on V3. The bias is variable between a
and -10 volts and enters the preamplifier at
Jl (C).

2-69 .. AFC unit. The AFC unit maintains
the klystron frequency at 30 MHz above the
magnetron frequency. Therefore, the signal
developed in the crystal mixer is the 30-MHz
IF signal. The AFC unit is shown on foldout
22; it operates in one of three modes-search,
locked, and AFC disable.

2-70. Signals from the magnetron and the
klystron are fed into AFC mixer 3A2CR1 and
3A2CR2. The 30-MHz signal enters the AFC
unit at plugs 3A2P6 and 3A2P7, and
inductors L5 and L6 couple the signal to the
control grid of amplifier VI. The DC voltages
from L2, L7, C4, and C6 and from L1, L3,
C3, and C5 are coupled to Jl, pins J and F.
The same two meters that measure forward
and reverse signal current also measure AFC
crystal curren t as selected by the
AFC/SIGNAL switch on the RTlVI. You can
also check it at the console. The 30-MHz AFC
signal is amplified by VI and V2, which apply
the signal to the discriminator consisting of
transformer T1, diodes CRI and CR2, and
their associated components. The
discriminator output consists of negatwe
pulses when the-input is 30 MHz. The output
pulse amplitude changes as the frequency of
the input signal changes. When the 30-MHz
signal decreases in frequency, the amplitude
of the negative pulses decreases. The opposite
is true when the 30-MHz signal increases in
frequency. The output pulses at R7 and R8
are at a frequency of 324 pps. They are
applied to the control grid of video amplifier
V3A. V3A amplifies and inverts the
discriminator output signal and applies it to
the control grid of V3B. Cathode follower
V3B couples the signal to phantastron V4.
The V4 output is connected to the klystron as
a negative potential in reference to ground.
The plate load resistor R16 of V4 is
grounded, and the cathode circuit is returned
to - 300 VDC through Jl, pin H.

2-71. The phantastron operates as follows
in each of the three modes.

a. Search. With no input signal, the
phantastron sweeps the klystron frequency 15
MHz above and below the reference
frequency, which is adjusted to 30 MHz above
the magnetron frequency. C23 causes the
phantastron plate potential to sweep at a
sawtooth rate. This is applied to the klystron
repeller plate to change the klystron
frequency. The changing klystron frequency
is applied to the crystal mixers to search for a
30-MHz output.

b. Locked. In locked operation, the
positive pulses from V3B are changed to a
negative DC potential to stop the sweeping of
the phantastron. The phantastron becomes a
DC amplifier to establish the klystron repeller
voltage. The DC voltage stabilizes at the level
that maintains the IF signal at 30 MHz.

c. AFC disable. You disable the
phantastron to mechanically adjust the
klystron cavity. You do this by removing the
ground potential at pin K of Jl. This prevents
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current flow through voltage divider R19,
R20, and R2l and applies a negative DC
potential to the screen grid of V4 to disable
the phantastron.

2-72. Amplifier detector. The amplifier
detector is shown on foldout 23. The chassis
contains four modules: video amplifier AI,
ISO ECHO A2, alarm and video driver A3,
and IF postamplifier A4. The amplifier
detector contains IF attenuator ATl, which
attenuates the IF signal in L-db steps from 0
to 109 db. It also contains the RANGE
NORMALIZATION switch (S6), LIN-LOG
switch (S3), ISO ECHO level switch (Sl),
noise meter switch (S4) with meter circuit
Ml, and ISO ECHO mode selector switch
(S5).

2-73. IF postamplifier. The postamplifier
is shown on foldout 24. It receives the
30-MHz IF signal from the receiving system
and a system trigger from the indicating
system, and it delivers a video signal to the
video and ISO ECHO circuits. The IF
postamplifier operates as a linear or a
logarithmic amplifier. In the linear mode, the
output signal amplitude is directly
proportional to the input signal amplitude. In
the logarithmic mode, the output signal
amplitude is proportional to the logarithm of
the input signal. I..o_ avoid postamplifier
~uration, the input signal can change from 0
to 15 db above noise Ievel in tbeJi.'rrear mode
ancr-from 4- to· '6 db above noise leWr in-the'
logarithmic mode.

2-74. In either LIN or LOG mode, range
normalization can be used. Range
normalization compensates for target return
attenuation as a function of target range, and,
over the normalized ranges, makes target
intensity on the CRT a function of target
density only. Range normalization changes
the gain of the first two IF postamplifier
stages as a function of radar range. RANGE
NORMALIZATION switch 7A3S6 selects
normalization for ranges of 30, 60, and 120
nautical miles. The OFF position of the
switch allows the IF amplifier to operate at
full gain for the entire range. The IF
postamplifier consists of a variable gain
amplifier section, a video section in which
either linear or logarithmic video signal is
selected and amplified, and the range
normalization function generator.

2-75. Amplifiers VI and V2 are the range
normalization stages of the IF postamplifier.
Their gain is varied by the range
normalization signal when it is selected. When
the range normalization is off, the control
grids are held at a fixed bias by cathode

follower V13A. Amplifiers V3 through V8 are
the linear-logarithmic section of the IF
postamplifier. Its output goes to the video
section. In linear operation, V8 (FO 24-2)
applies its output to linear video detector
CR16, and the linear video signal is developed
across R99 and R8. L27 and C70 filter the
30-MHz IF signal and pass only the video
signal.

2-76. The logarithmic video signal is
obtained from a series of diodes by the
method of successive detection. Diode CR15
is the logarithmic detector for the final
amplifier V8. With a small input signal at V3
on foldout 24-1, most of the video signal
across R96 comes from detector CR15. As
the IF signal from V8 increases, CR15
conduction increases until clamping diode
CR14 begins to conduct. When this happens,
the CR15 output no longer increases.
However, CR13 in the output of V7 begins to
significantly increase in conduction. As CR13
increases in conduction, clamping diode CR12
conducts to limit additional output. If the
input IF signal is even larger in amplitude, this
process repeats as detector diodes CRll,
CR9, CR7, and CR5, shown on foldout 24-1,
reach their conduction level in turn. Their
associated clamping diodes (CRlO, CR8, CR6,
and CR4) clamp the output of each stage to
limit the output video at a logarithmic rate.

2-77. During linear operation, LIN/LOG
switch 7A3S3 applies a negative bias voltage
to the grid of V9A. This disables the
logarithmic output. Potentiometer R8 (FO
24-2) is the LIN VIDEO GAIN control in the
grid of V9B. The output of V9B is coupled to
VIO. The VIOB is an amplifier, and VIOA is a
cathode follower for impedance matching.
The output signal is coupled through CR17
and C81 to J1. During logarithmic operation,
the LIN/LOG switch applies negative bias to
V9B. This disables the linear output.
Potentiometer R9 is the LOG VIDEO GAIN
pot in the grid circuit of V9A. The output
circuit of the logarithmic amplifier is the same
as that of the linear amplifier.

2-78. The range normalization circuit
contains VII through V13, shown on foldout
24-2. When a trigger is applied to delay
multivibrator Vll, it develops a positive pulse
approximately 6 microseconds in duration.
This positive pulse causes V12B to conduct,
decreasing its plate potential to
approximately -100 volts. This charges C6 to
-100 volts with respect to ground. At the end
of the 6-microsecond pulse from Vll, C6
begins to discharge through one of three paths
as selected by the RANGE
NORMALIZATION switch, as follows.
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e 120 NMI-R22 and potentiometer R128.
G 60 NMI-R22 and potentiometer Rl1.
@ 30 NMI---R22 and potentiometer R127.

The discharge time of C6 determines the
duration (width) of the range normalization
ramp for VI and V2 of the IF postamplifier.

2-79. The ramp not only has different time
constants for each range but also has different
clamping levels at the input to V13. Another
section of RANGE NORMALIZATION
switch 7A3S6 connects one of three positive
bias voltages to clamping diode CR2. R129
and R130 establish the clamping level for the
30 NMI position, Rl31 and R132 for 60
NMI, and ground for 120 NMI. The amplitude
of the clamped ramp signal from VI3 is
adjusted by potentiometer R12 and is applied
to VI and V2 IF postamplifiers.

2-80. Video amplifiers. As shown on
foldout 25, the video signal from the IF
postamplifier enters at jack A2J2 and is
applied to video gate V2. If ISO ECHO switch
S5 is in the OFF position, the video signal is
amplified by V3A and coupled to the video
drivers by cathode follower V4A. The video
drivers are four cathode followers,
7A3A3V 4A, 7A3A3V 4B, 7A3A3V 5A, and
7A3A3V5B, shown on foldout 27. From
these cathode followers, the video signal is
routed through coaxial cables to the
performance monitor in the RTM, the remote
indicator(s), and three indicators on the
console.

2-81. The video amplifier for the ISO
ECHO and noise meter circuits is shown on
foldout 26. The video signal from the IF
postamplifier enters at jack J2 and is
connected to the grid of inverter amplifier
Vl. From there, the video signal goes through
two stages of amplification, V2 and V3, and
stacked cathode follower V4. The signal from
V4 is applied to J3 for the noise tube circuit
and J4 for the ISO ECHO circuits.

2-82. ISO ECHO circuits. The ISO ECHO
circuits establish a reference level with which
the video signal is compared. When the video
signal amplitude exceeds this reference level,
it is blocked, and the output to the indicators
is zero until the signal amplitude falls below
the reference level. Alarm circuits sound a
buzzer when the video level exceeds the
reference level; however, you can manually
disable the alarm. The circuit does not sound
the alarm during the main bang. ISO ECHO
switch S5 on the front panel of amplifier
detector 7A3 turns on the ISO ECHO circuit
or disables the alarm, and switch SI selects
one of 14 predetermined ISO ECHO reference
levels when ISO ECHO is on.

2-83. With ISO ECHO selector switch 85
in the ON position, two signals are applied to
the grid of Schmitt trigger VIA, shown on
foldout 25. One signal is from video amplifier
7--\3A1. It is routed through the ISO ECHO
switch and applied to 7A3A2J3. The other is
the positive potential on the cathode of V3B.
The conduction level of V3B is determined by
ISO ECHO LEVEL-DB switch 7A5Sl. If the
negative signal £l'O111 the video amplifier
exceeds the positive potential from the
cathode of V3B, Schmitt trigger VI puts out
a negative gating pulse. This negative gating
pulse is coupled through cathode follower
V4B and applied to the suppressor grid of
gating tube V2. This cuts off V2, and all video
signals are blanked out. The negative gating
pulse is also routed to the alarm circuits via
connector 7A3A2J1 (iv!).

2-84. The ISO ECHO alarm circuit is
shown on foldout 27. The principal
components of the alarm circuits are the
alarm one-shot multivibrator, the alarm relay
and alarm buzzer, main bang inhibit one-shot
multivibrator, and inhibitor gate CR3 and
CR5. In the quiescent state, VIB is
conducting and VIA is cut off. When VIB is
triggered by a negative pulse, it cuts off and
VIA conducts. This energizes Kl and sounds
the alarm. How does a negative pulse get to
VIB? Notice that CR3 is reverse biased by the
voltage divider Rll and R12. CR5 is forward
biased by the positive voltage at R14. Both
diodes must be reverse biased for the negative
voltage at RI3 to be coupled through C4,
CRI, al1d C2 to VIB. When the negative
alarm trigger is generated, it enters at
7A3A3Jl (M) and is applied to cathode
follower V3A. The negative pulse from V3A
reverse biases CR5, and VI is triggered to
sound the alarm. During the main bang, the
alarm pulse reverse biases CR5; however, the
system trigger fires main bang inhibit
multivibrator, which applies a positive pulse
to cathode follower V3B. The positive pulse
from V3B forward biases eR3 to inhibit the
negative pulse to V1. Therefore, the ISO
ECHO alarm does not sound during the main
bang. When K1 energizes, contacts 8-14 and
12-5 apply 115 VAC to the alarm buzzer.
Contacts 13-7 apply a negative voltage to VIB
to keep it cut off. To disable the alarm,
switch 7 A3S5 to ALARM DISABLE. This
removes the negative bias voltage from the
grid of VIB.

2-85. Noise meter circuits. Receiver noise
is the limiting factor in the detection of weak
target echoes at extreme ranges. Since the
return signal is smallest in amplitude in the
microwave and IF preamplifier circuits, noise
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in these circuits is most critical because it is
amplified by all the following IF and video
amplifiers. The noise level is usually excessive
when the crystal mixer is defective or the
local oscillator injection level is not adjusted
for optimum signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore,
an argon-filled noise generating tube is
permanently installed in the receiver
waveguide between the crystal protector tube
and the signal mixer so that you can measure
the noise level of the receiver to aid you in
maintaining the radar set at peak
performance. When turned on, this tube
generates noise and injects it into the
waveguide. Noise meter 7A3M1 on foldout 23
is at the output of video amplifier module
7A3Al. It indicates the ambient and receiver
noise level. The meter reading increases when
the noise tube is turned on. The amount of
attenuation required to bring the noise meter
reading back to its original indication,
together with the characteristics of the noise
tube, are used to calculate the receiver noise
level.

2-86. The schematic diagram of the noise
tube, noise tube power supply, and noise tube
control circuits is shown on foldout 28. When
noise meter selector switch 7A3S4 on the
amplifier detector panel is set to STANDBY,
115 volts AC is applied through contacts 10
and 12 of the switch to filament transformer
T1 in the noise tube power supply. The
secondary provides 6.3 volts AC for the
filaments of noise tube Vl. After warmup
period, set noise meter switch S4 to the OPR
(ON on FO 28) position. S4 (3-4) applies
+230 volts to connector 3A4J1 (D). C1
charges through K1 and R2. The initial surge
current causes K1 to energize, and contacts 7
and 8 apply 6.3 VAC to the high-voltage
transformer Ll. When the C1 charging current
decreases below the value that holds K1
energized, the relay deenergizes. The step-up
action of L1 induces a high-voltage pulse in
the secondary. C2 couples this high voltage to
the plate of V1 and the tube ionizes. When
the gas tube fires, the +230 volts through R3,
R4, and CR1 is sufficient to maintain
ionization. The noise from V1 is fed into the
receiver to make a noise check. When S4 is set
to STANDBY or to OPERATE, contacts 8-5
open to disable the AFC circuit. The AFC is
disabled because noise measurements must be
made at a specified klystron operating
frequency and with the transmitter off. The
noise generated in the microwave receiver
(with or without the noise tube contribution)
is amplified in the IF preamplifier,
postamplifier, and video amplifier 7A3Al.
With the noise meter switch (FO 23) in the

OPERATE position, the noise is applied to
meter Ml. Diode CR3 limits the maximum
noise signal to 13 volts, and diode CR2
rectifies the noise signal for the meter. C1,
C3, and R24 form a filter network. R20
adjusts the initial indication on the noise
meter to a convenient point so that there is an
on-scale indication when the noise tube is
turned on.

2-87. Frequency measuring circuits. The
receiving system has a frequency meter for
measuring the magnetron and klystron
frequencies. To measure the magnetron
frequency, a sample of the magnetron pulse
from the directional coupler is applied to
wavemeter tuning cavity Zl through coaxial
switching relay K1, as shown on foldout 29.
You can tune the wavemeter from 5400 MHz
to 5700 MHz with a tuning rod that varies the
volume of the cavity. The tuning rod is driven
by micrometer MCS, which gives a digital
indication of the frequency (in MHz) to
which the cavity is tuned. A crystal connected
to a probe in the cavity rectifies the RF
energy and applies it to
KLYSTRON/MAGNETRON switch S1. In
the measurement of magnetron frequency,
the output of the wavemeter represents the
envelope of the RF pulse. This envelope is at
minimum amplitude when the wavemeter is at
resonance. The RF pulse envelope is routed
through switch Sl to the performance
monitor, which is used as a tuning meter.

2-88. The klystron frequency is measured
by sampling the klystron RF signal from a
directional coupler in the klystron RF
waveguide, as shown on foldout 18. The
sample of klystron RF signal is connected to
the frequency meter assembly by a short
length of coaxial cable and enters connector
3A3J3, as shown on foldout 29. When
MAGNETRON/KLYSTRON switch Sl is in
the KLYSTRON position, one pole of Sl
opens the coil circuit of coaxial relay Kl. This
deenergizes the relay and disconnects the
cavity from the magnetron sample and
connects it to the klystron sample. The
second pole of Sl disconnects the wavemeter
crystal from load resistor R3 and the
performance monitor and connects the crystal
to cavity tuning meter M1. This meter is
shunted by R1, which adjusts meter
sensitivity. Wavemeter cavity resonance is
indicated by a sharp dip in crystal current. At
maximum dip, the reading on the digital
readout of the cavity tuning mechanism is the
klystron frequency. This completes the
discussion of the FPS-77 receiving system.
After it has received, detected, amplified, and
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converted the return signal to video, the signal
is applied to the indicating system.

2-89. AIR Scope. The indicating system
displays the target presentations so that it
gives the range, azimuth, elevation, and other
target characteristics on the various
indicators. No single indicator displays all the
information needed to analyze meteorological
data supplied by the AN/FPS-77 radar set.
The AIR scope, which is covered in the
following discussion, displays accurate range
information. The AIR scope has an A-scan
presentation. It has a range strobe, which is
shown in figure 2, and is used for precise
range measurement. The sweep voltages for
the A/R scope are generated by the sweep
generator module, as described in the
following discussion.

2-90. Sweep generator. The sweep
generator, shown on foldout 30, makes the
linear sawtooth waveforms and un blanking
gates for the AIR. Identical modules are used
in the RHI and PPI scopes. The box (note #5)
at the top right side of foldout 30 lists the
four series numbers for the sweep generator
module in each subassembly.

2-91. On foldout 30, the input trigger
enters P2/J2 and is coupled to the grid of
trigger amplifier VIA. VIA amplifies and
inverts the trigger and couples a negative pulse
to both grids of V2. V2 is a bistable
multivibrator that has the A side conducting
and the B side cut off without an input
trigger. When the negative pulse is applied to
both grids, V2A cuts off. The rise in V2A
plate voltage causes V2B to conduct. This
develops negative square wave, as shown at
TP4. The negative output from V2B is
coupled out J1 (M), through the RANGE
SELECTOR switch, in J1 (V) to pin 2 of
V3A,. M and V of Jl are always connected
except in the R-SCAL'l"position of RANGE
SELECTOR switch 7A2S3, as shown on
foldout 15.

2-92. On foldout 30, the negative input to
V3A is applied to Jl (W) for the unblanking
pulse and to pin 2 of V4 in the sweep circuits.
The plate circuit of V4A is shown connected
to 7A2A3Pl (S). Foldout 15 shows it
connected to sections A and B of 7A2S3. The
two sections of 7A2S3 select the sweep
forming network for V4A. When the negative
unblanking pulse is applied to V4A, it cuts off
and the plate voltage rises at a rate
determined by the. sweep forming network.
The V4A output is a positive sawtooth, which
is directly coupled to the grid of V4B. V4B
amplifies, inverts, and couples the signal to
V3B and V5A. The negative sawtooth at the
cathode of V3B is applied to Jl (Z).

2-93. The negative sawtooth applied to pin
2 of V5A is amplified, inverted, and coupled
to cathode follower V5B. V5B has three
outputs. The output that is directly coupled
to Jl (BB) is not used in the A/R scope. The
second output is capacitively coupled to Jl
(H) so that there are push-pull sweep voltages
between Jl (H) and J1 (Z). The third output
from V5B is coupled to the control grid of
V6A for sweep amplitude control (actual
length of sweep on CRT). Without an input
signal, V6A is biased at cutoff and V6B is
conducting. When the positive sawtooth signal
overcomes the bias, V6A conducts. R53
adjusts the conduction level of V6B, which
determines the bias across R35 that the
positive sawtooth must overcome. The
negative signal at the V6A plate cuts off V6B.
The positive signal at the plate of V6B and
TP9 is coupled to pin 7 of V1B. The positive
trigger at the control grid of VIB is amplified,
inverted, and coupled to the grids of V2A and
V2B. The negative trigger cuts off V2B to
stop the sweep generator. This sets up the
multivibrator for the next trigger from V1A.

2-94. Foldout 15 shows the controls and
switches for the sweep and video information
on the A/R scope. 7A2R1 at the upper left of
foldout 15 is the VIDEO GAIN control, and
7A2R2 is the RANGE MARKS gain control.
Connector 7A2Pl (J-K) provides the 115
VAC input to high-voltage power supply
7A2A4. There are two outputs from 7A2A4.
The +3 KV is the aquadag voltage for 7A2V1
and the -1.5 KV is for biasing and electron
beam control. R33 adjusts the beam intensity,
R39 adjusts the beam focus, and R3 and R6
are the VERTICAL and HORIZONTAL
positioning controls. R46 is the astigmatism
control, which adjusts focus along the entire
beam sweep. R31 is the range STROBE GAIN
control. Potentiometers R14, R16, R18, R21,
R25, and R50 adjust the length (time) of the
sweep for each range as selected by 7A2S3.
This completes the discussion of the way a
sweep is produced on the A/R scope. The
following paragraphs explain the way the
range strobe is developed and applied to this
sweep.

2-95. Range strobe generator. The range
strobe generator produces a negative gate that
is 63 microseconds (5 miles) in duration. The
range strobe is used as a sweep trigger when
RANGE SELECTOR switch 7A2S3 is in the
R-SCA..Nposition. The schematic diagram for
the range stro be generator is shown on
foldout 31.

2-96. The system trigger enters at
7A2A2P4 and is coupled to the cathode of
V2A. The trigger is also routed to 7A2A2P2,
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which connects it to the sweep generator. The
trigger cuts off V2A in the delay
multivibrator. When V2A cuts off, the plate
voltage rises and causes V2B to conduct. The
decrease in V2B plate voltage is coupled to
the grid of cathode follower VIA. The
negative voltage at the cathode of VIA causes
C3 to discharge through R7 and R16 to keep
V2A cut off. R16 adjusts the discharge time
of C3 to control the duration of the output
square wave. The negative output from the
plate circuit of V2B is also coupled to the
control grid of V3A. The negative square
wave cuts off V3A. The V3A plate voltage
increases as C5 charges. The increase in V3A
plate voltage is directly coupled to the control
grid of V3B. V3B causes bootstrap capacitor
C7, which is charged negative (bottom) to
positive (top), to discharge through CR2 and
C5. This keeps the C5 charge current constant
and causes the V3A plate voltage to rise at a
linear rate.

2-97. There are two inputs to the control
grid of V3B: one from V3A and one from R8
(at the right side of FO 15) through 7A2A2Pl
(H). R8 is the STROBE POSITION
handwheel and taps off a positive potential to
reverse bias CR4. As shown on foldout 31,
the signal on the grid of V3B must overcome
the bias before CR4 conducts. Therefore, R8
and CR4 delay the signal to V4A, which
determines where the range strobe appears on
the sweep. When CR4 is forward biased, the
signal from V3A is coupled to V4A. V4 is a
two-stage amplifier that applies a
positive-going signal to a coupling circuit that
differentiates the signal to apply a positive
trigger to V5A. V5A amplifies and inverts the
signal and applies it to a multivibrator
consisting of V5B, V6A, and V6B. The
negative trigger cuts off V5B, causing V6A to
conduct. The negative swing at the plate of
V6A is applied to cathode follower V6B. The
negative voltage at pin 8 of V6B causes C19
to discharge through R32 and R31 to
establish the cutoff time of V5B-the
duration of the range strobe. Cathode
follower V6B also has an output that is
coupled through C-10 to 7A2A2P3/J3.
Cathode follower V1B has a range strobe
output at 7A2A2P5. Foldout 15 shows that
the output at P3 is applied to the AIR scope
as the range strobe and the output at P5 is
applied to the sweep generator for the sweep
gate during R-scan operation. Notice that the
range strobe is applied to one of the CRT
vertical deflection plates. The video signal is
applied to the other vertical plate. However, it
is routed through the video amplifier before it
is applied to the CRT.

2-98. Video amplifier. The video amplifier
combines range marks with the video return
from the postamplifier, amplifies both signals,
and applies them to the CRT. As shown on
foldout 32, the two inputs to the video
amplifier are applied to the range mark jack
P2/J2 and video jack P3/J3. Each signal is
applied to one control grid of VI that has a
common plate resistor to mix the signals and
apply them to pin 1 of V2. The grid circuit of
VI contains R21 to adjust the signal when
using the IF test set and R4 to adjust the
video gain of the amplifier. The negative
signal applied to V2 is amplified, inverted,
and applied to V3. CR2 shunts any negative
signal to ground. V3 amplifies, inverts, and
directly couples the signal to V4. V4 is a
stacked cathode follower that provides very
good frequency response. Part of the negative
signal from V4 is coupled through C7 and R3
to V2 as degenerative feedback to improve
frequency response. The V4 output is also
coupled through C8 to J4/P4 and is applied to
the CRT, as shown on foldout 15. The AIR
scope also contains a divide-by-two circuit to
check the accuracy of the range marks. The
following paragraphs explain its operation.

2-99. Divide-by-two circuit. The
divide-by-two circuit uses the system trigger
to check the accuracy of the range marks.
This is done by checking to see that a second
system trigger aligns with the fifth 50-mile
range mark. Notice that the system trigger
enters at 7A2P4/J4, as shown on foldout 15,
and is applied to section D of 7A2S3, pin 2 of
7A2DL2, and cathode follower V2B. The

. system trigger at section D of 7A2S3 (14) is
applied to pin 2 of DL1 and to 7A2A2P4 of
the sweep generator. 7A2DL1 delays the
system trigger 6 microseconds to insure that
the system trigger is applied after the start of
the AIR scope sweep. The post trigger from
DL1 is applied through 7A2P6/J6 to the
range mark generator. When the RANGE
SELECTOR switch is in the TEST position,
DL2 delays system trigger. The delayed
trigger is applied through section E of 7A2S3
to video amplifier connector 7A2A1P3. This
signal from the video amplifier at 7A2AIP4 is
applied to a CRT vertical deflection plate.
Since the system triggers are 250 miles apart,
the range mark linearity is checked by
comparing the 50-mile range marks between
two system triggers. Since a 200-mile sweep is
the normal maximum range for the A-scan
presentation on the A/R scope, a delay circuit
extends the range to 250 miles for the AIR
scope TEST display, as shown in figure 3.

2-100. The positive system trigger applied
to the cathode follower is coupled to V2A
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through Cll and T2 (2-1). Without an input
signal, R54 and R55 bias V2A at cutoff.
When the positive trigger is applied, V2A
starts to conduct and Cl1 charges rapidly as
V2A draws grid current. T2 provides positive
feedback to increase V2A conduction. When
V2A saturates, the field collapse in T2 (1-2)
cuts off V2A (blocking oscillator acton). Cll
discharges through R52 to keep V2A cut off.
Cll is still discharging when the next system
trigger is applied. The second positive trigger
cannot overcome the bias caused by the
discharge of Cll; therefore, V2A does not.
conduct. However, C'l I is discharged when
the next trigger is applied. Consequently,
there is one output trigger from V2A for each
two triggers in. The output is applied to
section D of 7A283, to 7A2DL1, and to
7A2A2P4. Note that. when 7A2S3 is in the
TEST position, the regular system trigger at
section D of the switch is not used, and the
trigger from the divide-by-two circuit triggers
the sweep generator. It is also applied through
DLl to the range mark circuit. R52 is the
divide-by-two adjustment. When the
divide-by-two circuit and the range mark
circuit are adjusted properly, the AIR scope
display should appeal' as shown in figure 3.
Note that the fifth 50-mile range mark
coincides with the second system trigger.

2-101. RHI Scope. The RHI scope displays
target height along the vertical axis and target
range along the horizontal axis of the CRT.
The horizontal sweep is corrected for the
elevation angle of the antenna, and the height
information is corrected for earth curvature.
The 5-mile range stro be from the AIR scope
appears as an intensity modulated bar on the
sweep trace. Range marks of 5, 10, 25, or 50
nautical miles appear as intensity modulated
dots on the sweep. The RHI has height ranges
of either 40,000 or 80,000 fe"t. The sweep
for the RHI is synchronized by the system
trigger that comes from the sweep generator
modul- .

~<_ 02. Suieep generator. Sweep ~enerator
7A1A3 is identical to sweep generator 7A2A3
in the AIR scope; for details of the operation
of this module, refer to the previous
discussion and foldout 30. The RHI uses one
sweep generator output that is not used in the
AIR scope. This is the positive gate for RHI
unblanking at terminal DD of connector Jl.
This pulse is an exact inversion of the negative
unblanking gate. The positive gat.e is applied
to the sweep compensator module, which is
explained in the following discussion.

2-103. Sweep compensator. The sweep
compensator generates a trapezoidal wave
which is the input to a resolver that helps

synchronize the RHI sweep with elevation
movement of the antenna. Inputs to the
swe ep compensator come through
7AIAIP1/Jl, as shown at the left side of
foldout. 33. A +100-volt gate at PI (L) is
coupled to V2B (7). CR2 shunts all negative
signals to ground. V2B is the isolation and
impedance matching cathode follower for the
CRT unblanking pulse at PI (R). The pulse is
also applied to R19, R20, R2l, and R22 to
create a positive pedestal. The leads
connected to pins K, H, P, and 8 of PI are
connected to pins S, P, H, and K of 7Al A2Pl
(shown on FO 34-2). They are connected to
pins 5, 6, 7, and 8 of RA1~GE SELECTOR
switch 7AISI-D. This switch grounds pin K,
H, P, or S of 7AIAIPI of the sweep
compensator, depending on the position of
the RANGE SELECTOR switch. The selected
potentiometer develops a positive pedestal,
which is coupled through C2 to pin 2 of VIA.
The pedestal overcomes low frequency losses
in the resolver.

2-104. There are two other inputs to
7AIAIP1. Pin Z connects the resolver
degenerative feedback signal that compensates
for high frequency losses in the resolver to
VIA. Pin N applies the positive sawtooth
from the sweep generator to VIA. The
positive sawtooth and the positive pedestal
applied to VIA is amplified, inverted, and
coupled to VIB and to 7AIAIPI (V). VIB
amplifies and inverts the signal and applies it
to V2A. V2A is a cathode follower; its output
is applied to 7AIAIPI (J). The 81 and 83
stator windings of the resolver are connected
to PI (J-V) as shown on foldcut 35-2. Sl ami
S3 are the resolver input. 1t.e o:-::;·<.raL~r)n1'1'
the resolver is discussed Ll1 ).~":: .'·0UOW::W
paragraphs. -

2-10';. Serooamnlifier and resolver. Before
going into the circuit analysis of the
servoamplifier, you need to understand the
input that is needed. The bottom right of
foldout 35-2 shows the elevation handwheel
connected to B5 through a gO-tool ratio gear
train. When you turn the handwheel, it
mechanically turns the rotor of B5. When the
rotor of B5 turns, an error signal is induced in
the B5 stator. The enol' signal is connected to
7AIP4 (K-L-M). From 7AIP4, the error signal
is sent to the antenna. The antenna responds
and returns an error signal to 7A1P4 (J-H-G).
This enol' signal is routed to the stators of
control transformer B4. The error signal is
induced in the rotor and the output from RI
is connected to 7AIA5P2, shown on foldout
35-1. This generates the error signal to
resolver B3, shown at the top right of foldout
35-2.
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2-106. The output from 7AIA5P3 (K-L)
of the servoamplifier is applied to pins 2 and
4 of B2, shown on foldout 35-2. The phase of
the error signal determines the direction B2
turns. B2 mechanically turns three units, as
follows:

a. It drives the rotor of B4 to cancel out
the antenna error signal.

b. It drives tachometer B1 to produce
degenerative feedback to the servoamplifier.

c. The third output is tied to the rotors of
resolver B3.

2-107. When the motor turns tachometer
B1, it develops a feedback signal at 7AlA 7P2
that is routed to servoamplifier connector
7A1A5P1 on foldout 35-1. The degenerative
feedback from the tachometer reduces the
possibility of oscillations in B2.

2-108. Notice on foldout 35-2 that the
resolver is part of module A7. R2 and R4 of
the resolver develop horizontal information,
and R1 and R3 develop vertical information
for the RHI sweep circuits. The magnitude of
the input signals that Sl and S3 induce in the
rotors is determined by the position of the
resolver rotors. Since B2 controls the position
of the rotors, they both have the same input
source. The amplitude of the resolver output
signals is determined by the position of B2
servomotor.

2-109. On foldout 36, the error signal at
7A1A5P2/J2 is applied through error GAIN
potentiometer R3 to the grid of VIA. The
tachometer signal at 7AIA5Pl/J1 is applied
to VIA through DAMPING control Rl.
Remember that there is no damping input
unless servomotor B2 is turning. VIA
amplifies, inverts, and couples the signal to
V1B. V1B is a phase splitter and has two
outputs that are equal in amplitude but 1800

out of phase with each other. One output is
amplified by V2A and the other by V2B. The
outputs of V2 are coupled to push-pull
amplifier V3 and V4. The output from Tl
drives the servomotor, shown on foldout
35-2. Pin 5 of T1 on foldout 36 provides
degenerative feedback to VIA. (Notice that
the servoamplifier on foldout 36 is identical
to the servoamplifiers used in the main PPI
and in the remote PPI.) Since the output of
the servoamplifier drives B2 and B2 positions
resolver B3, the next item to explain is the
way the resolver output is used in the
horizontal sweep generator.

2-110. Horizontal sweep generator. The
horizontal sweep generator converts the
horizontal resolver output to a signal to drive
the horizontal deflection coils on the CRT.
Foldout 34-2 shows that section F of 7A1S1

controls the input to the horizontal sweep
generator. The horizontal signal from the
resolver enters 7AIA2Pl/Jl (J) and is
coupled through SI-F to 7AIA2Pl/Jl, pin R,
N, L, or M. In the 15 NMI position, the signal
is coupled through J1 (R). Foldout 35-2
shows that vertical sweep amplifier PI (R) is
connected to 7AIA6Pl (R) on foldout 35-1.

2-111. Foldout 37 shows that the input
signal to the horizontal sweep generator at PI
(R) is developed across R6 and R9 and
applied to VIA. VI is a phase splitter. When
the signal, as shown at TPl, is applied to VI,
VIA amplifies and inverts the signal, and the
positive signal coupled to VIB by common
cathode resistor R4 is amplified but not
inverted. The negative trapezoidal signal from
VIA and the positive trapezoidal signal from
VIB are coupled to cathode followers V2A
and V2B. V2A and V2B isolate amplifier VI
from push-pull amplifier V3 and V4. Two
potentiometers, R17 and R14, position the
horizontal trace on the CRT. The V3 output
is directly coupled to coil B of the horizontal
yoke assembly (shown on FO 35-1), and V4 is
directly tied to coil A. The two produce the
horizontal sweep on the RHI. However, the
RHI also requires a vertical sweep amplifier to
make the horizontal sweep scan in
synchronization with the vertical movement
of the antenna.

2-112. Vertical sweep amplifier and DC
operational amplifier. The vertical sweep
generator converts the vertical output from
resolver B3 to an amplified push-pull output,
which is applied to the vertical coils on the
CRT. An earth curvature correction is added
to the sweep to provide true target height
above the earth. The DC operational amplifier
within the vertical sweep amplifier amplifies
the signal and matches impedance between
stages.

2-113. The vertical sweep amplifier is
made up of many circuits. This explanation
begins with the clamp circuit and the earth
curvature correction circuit shown on foldout
34-2. The earth curvature correction circuit
consists of VI and its associated components.
The two inputs to the circuit are applied to
7A1A2P1/Jl, pins BB and DD. The positive
sawtooth from the sweep generator at Jl (BB)
is coupled through section D of the RANGE
SELECTOR switch to VIA. The positive gate
from the sweep generator at Jl (DD) is
applied to V1B. Remember that both input
signals are applied simultaneously. The
positive gate applied to V1B causes the
cathode follower to increase in conduction so
that the positive gate in its cathode reverse
biases CR2, CR3, and CR4. The positive
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sawtooth applied to VIA causes this cathode
follower to increase in conduction so that the
signal developed in the cathode is coupled
across C8 to R20, R21, and C9. CRl provides
a fast discharge path for e8. The time
constant of R20 and C9 causes the waveshape
shown at TP2. Note how the .•.raveshape
changes for the different RANGE
SELECTOR switch settings. CR4 establishes
the - 0.3-volt reference for C9. The earth
curvature output is applied to R9 at the input
of the DC operational amplifier as shown on
foldout 34-1.

2-114. A negative gate from the sweep
generator is applied to J1 (W) on foldout
34-2. The gate is limited by CR5 fu'1dcoupled
to phase splitter V2A. The two equal outputs
that are 1800 out of phase with one another
are directly coupled to cathode followers V2B
and V3A. The output from V2B is a negative
80-volt gate, which is applied to DC reference
diodes CR6 and CR8 on foldout 34-1. The
output of V3A is a positive SO-volt gate,
which is applied to DC reference diodes CR7
and CR9 on foldout 34-1. Cathode follower
V3B (FO 34-2) establishes a positive DC
potential to determine the start of the RHI
sweep. The conduction of V3B is controlled
by RANGE SELECTOR switch Sl-C and by
HEIGHT SELECTOR switch S2-A, shown on
foldout 34-1. S2 selects either a 40,000-foot
or an 80,OOO-foot sweep height.
Potentiometers (pots) R58 and R62 (FO
34-1) adjust the vertical component of the
sweep vertex. The voltage from the pots is
applied to the grid of V3B (FO 34-2). This
voltage is summed (mixes) with the voltage
from Sl-C. The output of V3B is applied to
the junction of DC reference diodes CRg and
CR9 on foldout 34-l.

2-115. To quickly cover the remaining
circuits on foldout 34-2, RANGE
SELECTOR switch Sl-D is part of the sweep
generator, as previously discussed. Sl-F
applies the resolver output to the horizontal
sweep generator, as previously discussed.
HEIGHT SELECTOR switch S2-A controls
panel illumination lights on the RHI front
panel to indicate the position of S2. S'l-E is in
the sweep forming network of the RHI sweep
generator.

2-116. The positive trapezoidal signal that
is the vertical component from the resolver is
applied to 7AIA2P3/J3, as shown on foldout
34-1. The signal from VERT SWEEP
AMPLITUDE control R5 is coupled to pin 2
of operational amplifier AI. The coupling
circuit for the trapezoidal signal contains
sweep compensating units that are selected by
RANGE SELECTOR switch Sl-A. The

resolver trapezoid and the earth curvature
correction are combined at pin 2 of the
operational amplifier. Notice th-at pin 2 is the
inverting input. The noninverting input is set
at zero volts by RIO.

2-117. The operational amplifier is a
two-stage, direct-coupled amplifier, as shown
on foldout 38. It has at! inverting and a
noninvsrting signal input. The positive,
earth-curvature-corrected trapezoid is applied
to VIA. The signal is coupled to VIB by
common cathode resistor R13. The positive
trapezoid from VIB is applied to V2.t>."The
signal is amplified, inverted, and applied to
cathode follower V2B. CRI determines the
static DC potential on the control grid of
V2B. The negative-going trapezoid from J1
(6) is applied to DC reference diodes eR6,
CR7, CR8, and CR9, shown on foldout 34-1.
The output is also applied through S2A for
degenerative feedback to improve linearity of
the signal.

2-118. When there is no input signal, CR6,
CR?, CR8, and eRg are forward biased. The
DC potential at the junction of CR6 and CR7
establishes the reference for the RHI sweep
vertex. When the adjusted reference level
from V3B (on FO 34-2) is negative, CR9 and
CR7 (FO 34-1) establish the negative
reference at C15. CR8 and CR6 establish the
reference at C15 when the V3B output is
positive. Wilen a sweep voltage is applied,
diodes CR6, CR7, CR8, and CR9 are reverse
biased by the negative gate applied to the
anodes of CR6 and CR7 from V2B (on FO
34-2) and the positive gate applied to the
cathodes of CR8 and CR9 from V3A (on FO
34-2). This prevents the DC reference circuits
from loading the signal circuits.

2-119. At the input to operational
amplifier A2 (FO 34-1), CR 10 and R53
control the amplitude of the input signal to
prevent saturation of the amplifier. Note that
the signal is applied to the noninverting input.
Maximum output from the amplifier is 43
volts, as shown at TP 5 on foldout 34-1. To
improve sweep linearity, the output of the
operational amplifier is applied to V 4 and to a
degenerative feedback network consisting of
R66 and CRll. The same result is also
accomplished by feedback from the cathode
of \ 4 through RANGE SELECTOR switch
S1-A. The output of V4 is applied to the
vertical deflection coil.

2-120. The negative trapezoidal wave from
operational amplifier Al is also applied to the
inverting input of operational amplifier A3.
The positive trapezoidal wave is applied to the
control grid of V5 and to limiter diodes CR12
and CR13. For normal circuit operation,
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CR12 and CR13 are inactive. They function
when the input signal rises above a
predetermined level. The grid circuit of V5 is
biased by the setting of potentiometer R113.
The positive trapezoidal signal applied to V5
produces an output to yoke A of the vertical
deflection coil. Notice that V5 and V4 are
push-pull amplifiers. The cathode circuit of
V5 couples degenerative feedback through
Sl-B to pin 2 of the operational amplifier in
order to improve sweep linearity. Foldout
35-2 shows the outputs of the vertical sweep
amplifier from 7A1A2P2 (A-B) to vertical
yokes B and A on foldout 35-1.

2-121. The left side of foldout 35-1 shows
the RHI front panel controls. The 115 VAC is
applied to filament transformer T1 from
P4/J4 (a-b). The 115 VAC is applied to PS1,
the high-voltage power supply for the CRT
from P4/J4 (a-c). The two outputs from PSI
are 10 KV for aquadag voltage and +720 volts
for FOCUS potentiometer R18. RHI signal
inputs enter at 7AIJl, 7AIJ2, and 7AIJ3.
The range strobe at 7AIJ3 is applied to
STROBE INTENSITY control R22 and
coupled through R15 and CRI to pin 11 of
the CRT. The video and range marks are at J2
and J1 respectively and are developed across
VIDEO GAIN control R20 and RANGE
MARK INTENSITY control R21. They are
applied to P3 and PI of the video amplifier on
foldout 35-2. The video amplifier is identical
to the one in the A/R scope. The video
amplifier output at P4 is applied to pin 2 of
V2 (on FO 35-1). V2 is an isolation cathode
follower; its output is controlled by R9 and is
coupled through CR2 to pin 11 of the CRT.
CRI and CR2 prevent interaction between
the range strobe and the video and range
marks. R17 controls the scale illumination of
the CRT. R19 is the INTENSITY control. S3,
the SECTOR SCAN WIDTH control, and S4,
the AUTOMATIC/MANUAL control, were
already discussed in the AC analysis.

2-122. Main PPI Scope. The console PPI
scope provides range and azimuth bearing
information of target returns. The 5-, 10-, 25-,
or 50-nautical-mile range marks are used to
determine target range. The range marks
appear as concentric circles on CRT. Azimuth
bearing is determined by a mechanical cursor
that you can position with the handwheel on
the front panel. The handwheel is used for
manual control of the antenna in azimuth.
The description of the console PPI circuit
operation is contained in the following
paragraphs.

2-123. Sweep generator and video
amplifier. The operations of sweep generator
7A4A5 and video amplifier 7A4A1 are

identical to those of the A/R scope. Review
that discussion if you have questions about
these modules.

2-124. Intensity compensation and focus
module. Since the AN/FPS-77 uses a dark
trace CRT, more care must be taken to
prevent the sweep from changing in intensity.
Instead of having a light sweep, the dark trace
CRT has a dark presentation, which increases
in intensity with consecutive sweeps. To
prevent an excessive increase in intensity, the
sweep is always set at a low intensity level.
The intensity compensation and focus module
insures that the intensity of the entire sweep
is uniform.

2-125. The inputs to the intensity
compensation and focus module are shown at
7A4A3Pl/Jl on foldout 39. A negative gate is
at J1 (P) and a positive sawtooth is at J1 (R).
Both signals are from the sweep generator and
are applied to pins 7 and 2 of VI respectively.
CENTER BLANKING potentiometer R5 is
adjusted so that the first 5 miles of sweep are
blanked out on the CRT. This prevents
burning of the center of the CRT. The output
from VIA cathode is coupled through Cl to
the plate of V2B. The output from VIB
cathode is applied to pin 7 of V2B and to P1
(H). The PI (H) signal goes to RANGE
SELECTOR switch S2-C. Both signals applied
to V2B are mixed and directly coupled to
V2A. The signal from the cathode of V2A
(TP4) is coupled to PI (N) arid is applied to
the CRT for unblanking.

2-126. Dynamic focus amplifier V3 is
controlled by ASTIGMATISM control Rl,
which is shown on foldout 40-1 (center left).
Rl adjusts the amplitude of the negative
sawtooth from the sweep generator. Rl
controls V3 so that the focus is uniform
throughout the entire sweep. FOCUS control
R2 (FO 40-1) controls main focus amplifier
V4 (FO 39) to establish the static focus of the
CRT sweep. The outputs from V3 and V4 are
applied to dynamic focus coil B and static
focus coil A respectively, as shown on
foldouts 40-1 and 40-2.

2-127. Sweep deflection amplifier. The
sweep deflection amplifier provides the
negative sawtooth signal to a deflection yoke
to generate the PPI sweep. It contains safety
circuits to protect the CRT. The input to the
sweep deflection amplifier is shown at
7A4A4P1/J1 (J) on foldout 41. The positive
sawtooth is coupled to pin 2 of VI. R6
controls the physical length of the sweep. V1
is a two-stage amplifier. The output of V1B is
coupled to V2. Adjust R9 in the control grid
of V2 to eliminate the pedestal from the
signal. Compare the waveshape at TP3 with
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that at TP4. V2 is a sweep driver with 1;-'-;:-0

outputs. The plate signal from V2 is
connected to PI (H) and is applied to the
sweep deflection yoke on the CRT. The V2
cathode signal is coupled to V3A.

2-128. The control grid of V3A contains a
waveshaping network consisting of CR2, CR7,
R18, and C6. The circuit provides a potential
to the control grid of V3A to keep V3A
conducting as long as V2 is developing sweep
voltages at regular intervals. Sweep safety
relay Kl in the plate circuit of V3A must be
energized to develop a sweep on the CRT. V 4
and K2 are a safety circuit that insures that
the antenna is rotating above 4 -rpm. The
tachometer signal at. PI (DD) is coupled
through CIO to CR4. CRI shunts the negat.ive
alternation of the signal to ground, and CR4
rectifies the positive alternation. C9 is a filter.
The DC voltage at R24 is dependent upon the
speed of the tachometer. The tachometer
must be turning at 4 rpm or faster for V4A to
conduct. R24 is adjusted so that V4A
conducts at a given level when the antenna
rotates at a speed of 4 rpm.

2-129. When V4A conducts, its plate
voltage decreases so that there is a negative
voltage at pin 7 of V4B to cut off V4B. This
deenergizes K2, which must be deenergized
for the CRT to write.J(2 u§Lo_~_d~ener·ze.1.
and Kl must be energized for the 115 VAC
from 84-2 at PI (N') to be applied to the CRT
high-voltage power supply at Pl (M). The
unblanking pulse at Jl (P) is also routed
through Kl (5-6) to the CRT grid. With Kl
deenergized , Kl (8-6) grounds the CRT grid
to cut if off.

2-130. RANGE INTENSITY
potentiometer R37 adds a posit.ive potential
to the un blanking pulse. Changing the
potential added to the un blanking pulse
changes the intensity on the CRT display.
When R37 is adjusted for the proper
intensity, the positive potential is changed for
each range by RANGE SELECTOR switch
S2-C, as shown on foldout 40-1. S2-C and
S2-E place a different size resistor in the
circuit at Jl (S) on foldout 41 for each range.
Therefore, a different potential is added to
the unblanking pulse on each range, and the
CRT intensity is uniform on all ranges. While
discussing the safety circuits, we explained
that the tachometer must be turning at 4 rpm
or more to energize K2. The circuits for
manual rotation of the antenna are in the
main PPI subassembly. They are explained in
the following paragraphs.

2-131. Yoke servo assembiy and bezel
assembly. The yoke servo assembly consists of
the components in module 7A4AIO shown on

foldout 40-1. The yoke servoassembly
controls the rotation of the antenna, the
deflection coil, and the tachometer. The focus
coils are also located in this module. The
azimuth handwheel located in bezel
subassembly 7A4B1 shown on foldout 40-2
controls the yoke assemb ly. When- you turn
the azimuth handwheel, it turns the rotor of
7A4Bl, inducing an enol' signal in the Bl
stators. This e1'l'01' signal is applied to
7A4A9P12 (D-E-F) and on to 7A4Pll
(K-L-l\I). From Pll, the enol' signal goes to
the antenna to rotate the antenna in azimuth.
The antenna system sends the error back to
7A4Pll (s-f-g). From PH, the error signal is
applied to the stators of 7A4B2 shown on
foldout 40-1. The error signal from Rl on B2
goes to servoamplifier 7A4A2, as shown on
foldout 40-2.

2-132. Seruoamplifier. This servo amplifier
is identical to the one used in the RHI scope
and shown on foldout 36. The output from
the servoamplifier at 7A4A2P3 (K-L), shown
in foldout 40-2, is applied to motor 7A4B3
(2-4). Motor B3 positions each of the
following:

Ii B2 rotor to cancel the original error.
• Deflection coil Ll.
lj Tachometer B4.

The tachometer generates the 60-hertz signal
that is applied to 7A4A2Pl (FO 40-2), the
tachometer input to the servoamplifier. The
tachometer produces degenerative feedback
to the servoamplifier to dampen antenna
oscillations.

2-133. CRT control and switching circuits.
The switches and controls for the PPI sweep,
the PPI indicator lamps, and the antenna
movement in azimuth are shown on foldout
40. Range indicator lamps DS3, DS4, DS5,
and DS6 are shown on foldout 40-2. The
lamps axe grounded at P12 (X), and RANGE
SELECTOR switch S2-B applies +28 volts to
one of the lamps to indicate range selection.
P12 (S) grounds LIN and LOG indicator
lamps DS7 and DS8. The amplifier detector
LIN fLOG switch applies +28 volts to the
selected lamp. Ml is the 60-minute elapsed
time meter. Iv12is the 24-hour digital clock.
DS9 is a fluorescent lamp around the neck of
the CRT that makes the CRT have a green
glow. Without the fluorescent lamp, you are
not able to see the presentation on the CRT.
RT1, just below the bezel assembly on
foldout 40-2, is a ballast transformer to start
the fluorescent lamp.

2-134. The DISPLAY MODE switch is
shown in the STANDBY position at the lower
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left of foldout 40-1. In the STANDBY
position, S4 does the following:

a. Contacts 1 and 3 ground the sweep
deflection module to reduce the unblanking
level.

b. Contacts 9 and 11 apply +28 VDC to
the remote PPI to indicate the position of S4.

c. Contacts 5 and 7 connect AC common
to the elapsed time meter.

d. Contacts 1 and 3 apply 115 VAC to the
elapsed time meter.

Note that the only time 115 VAC is applied
to elapsed time meter Ml is when S4 is in the
STANDBY position. M1 indicates the elapsed
time since either the WRITE or ERASE
functions were last used.

2-135. In the ERASE position, S4 does the
following:

a. Contacts 1 and 4 ground the sweep
deflection module to reduce the unblanking
level as in the STANDBY position.

b. Contacts 9 and 12 light DS2 and apply
+28 VDC to the remote PPI to indicate the
position of S4.

c. Contacts 5 and 8 apply AC common to
K2.

1f
K2 is a 10-second time delay relay which is
normally closed. The relay prevents the
"erase" cycle from lasting more than 10
seconds. When K2 energizes, it deenergizes
Kl; when Kl is deenergized, it removes power
from erase transformer Tl.

2-136. In the WRITE position, S4 does the
following:

a. Contacts 9 and 10 apply +28 VDC to
DSI and the remote PPI to indicate the
position of S4.

b. Contacts 5 and 6 apply AC common to
high-voltage power supply PSI.

c. Contacts 1 and 2 apply 115 VAC to the
high-voltage power supply.

When power is applied to PSI, it provides 15
KV for aquadag voltage and +600 VDC for
screen grid voltage on the CRT.

2-137. FLUORESCENT LIGHT switch
7A4S5 turns the lamp on and off. Switch
7A4S3 is the MANUAL/AUTOMATIC switch
for azimuth control of the antenna. R42 is
the INTENSITY COARSE potentiometer
located inside the drawer, and R4 is the front
panel INTENSITY potentiometer. R5 and R6
are the front panel VIDEO GAIN and
RANGE MARK GAIN controls. 7A4T2 is the
filament transformer which supplies filament
voltages to the PPI subassembly. Note that
CRT VI is shown in two different
configurations and locations on foldout 40-1

(to enable us to more easily indicate the
various inputs to it). 7A4Pl and 7A4P2
(lower center of FO 40-1) are test jacks to
monitor the video and the system trigger
output. The remote PPI is very similar to the
main PPI. The differences between the two
are explained in the following text.

2-138. Remote PPI scope. The
presentation on the remote PPI scope is
identical to that of the main PPI. Since the
circuits within the remote PPI are identical to
those in the main PPI, you can refer to the
previous discussion for their circuit analysis.
However, there is one big difference between
the two units: many of the remote PPI
functions are controlled from the main PPI.
Therefore, relays controlled by the main PPI
replace many of the controls that are on the
main PPI.

2-139. These relays are shown at the left
of foldout 42-1. The remaining circuitry is
identical to that of the main PPI. Relays K3,
K4, K5, and K6 are used in conjunction with
the RANGE SELECTOR switch in the main
PPI. One of these relays is energized for each
position of the RANGE SELECTOR switch in
the main PPI. Relays K7, K8, and K9 are
controlled by DISPLAY MODE switch 7A4S4
in the main PPI. When these relays are
energized, they energize the circuits on
foldout 42 as the DISPLAY MODE switch
does those on foldout 40.

2-140. Performance Monitor. The
remaining scope in the FPS-77 is the
performance monitor. It is used primarily for
checking the operation of the set and for
maintenance. The performance monitor is an ./
indicator that has an A-scan presentation for
the magnetron pulse envelope, receiver video -
signal, or an external signal. In addition to the
video amplification circuits associated with
the display, the performance monitor
contains trigger circuits that amplify and
reshape the pretrigger from the console,
which is explained in the transmitter
discussion. The reshaped pretrigger is routed
to the transmitting system and synchronizes
the performance monitor circuits.

2-141. Sweep generator. The sweep
generator, shown on foldout 16-2, provides a
positive sawtooth signal to provide a sweep
and a positive unblanking pulse to bias the
CRT for the sweep presentation. The positive
trigger from the trigger shaping circuits on
foldout 16-1 is applied to 3AIA2P1 on
foldout 16-2. This positive trigger (TP2) is
applied to the cathode of V2B. V2 is a
multivibrator with the B side normally
conducting and the A side normally cut off.
The positive trigger causes V2B to cut off and
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V2A to conduct. When V2A conducts, it
counles a negative signal, TP4, to sweep
generator V3 and to cathode follower VIB.
The negative voltage at the cathode of VIB
causes C4 to discharge through R3 and R12
to keep V2B cut off, which establishes the
multivibrator gate width. The negative gate is
also applied to VI A. to produce the
unblanking pulse seen at TPl. Notice that
3A1S2A, shown on foldout 16-1, places of
C4. SWEEP RANGE switch 3A182A, shown
on foldout 16-1, places C6 or C7 in parallel
with C4 to increase gate width for the 30-NlvlI
or 120-NMI sweep. The positive unblanking
pulse at the plate of VIA is applied through
C2 to the control grid of the CRT.

2-142. When the negative signal is applied
to V3 on foldout 16-2, V3A decreases in
conduction and its plate voltage goes positive.
The plate circuit for V3A is to P2iJ2 (R) to
R25 and R26 (on FO 15-1). Depending on
the position of SWEEP RANGE switch 82, it
returns through J2, pins AA, CC, or DD. In
the 30 NlVII position as shown, it returns
through J2 (AA), R14, R15, and CR4 to
+300 volts. On foldout 16-1, notice that CI0
is connected through a section of S2 to
ground. CI0 is the sweep capacitor. When the
negative gate is applied to V3A, C10 charges
through R25, R26, R14, and R15 to generate
the 30-NMI sweep. This signal is coupled
through cathode follower V3B to J1 (BB).
From there it is applied to a horizontal
deflection plate on the CRT. The components
for the plate circuit of V3A are dependent
upon the setting of S2A. Note that the
amplitude (physical sweep length) of the
waveshape at TP5 is controlled by either R13,
R15, or R17. R12 adjusts the time duration
of the waveshape for all three positions of
S2A.

2-143. Video amplifier. The input to the
video amplifier is through VIDEO
SELECTOR switch 3A1Sl and VIDEO GAIN
control R12, as shown on foldout 16-1. The
video is coupled through 3AIAIP2 (Fa 16-2)
and C1 to video amplifier VI. (The video
pulses shown at the test points on foldout
16-2 are seen when a frequency generator
input is used to check the frequency response
of the amplifier.) The positive video signal on
the control grid of VI is amplified, inverted,
and coupled to V2. V2 amplifies, inverts, and
applies a positive signal to stacked cathode
follower V3.

2-144. The positive signal on pin 2 of V3A
increases its conduction to increase the
potential on pin 3. The plate output of V3A
is coupled to pin 7 of V3B, which increases
the resistance of V3B. This type of cathode

follower has a gain of very close to one and
has better frequency response than a standard
cathode fo IIower. The output from pin 3 is
directly coupled through J1 (H) to the top
vertical deflection plate of the CRT (FO
16-1). The video applied to p}-n10 causes. a
vertical deflection upward from the
horizontal sweep.

2·145, To control the sweep position,
VERT POS control RS on foldout 16·1
controls the vertical positioning and HORIZ
POS control Rll controls horizontal
positioning. 11 the cathode circuit of the
CRT, - 2.5 KV from the high-voltage power
supply is the bias voltage supply. INTENSITY
control R4 adjusts the bias to control the
intensity of the sweep, and FOCUS control
R6 adjusts the CRT focus anode to focus the
sweep. Note that the - 2.5 KV from pin 6 of
PSI is coupled through 3AIJ8/P8 to the TR
tube (\i3 on Fa 18) for the "keep alive"
potential. This voltage insures that the TR
tube ionizes when the transmitter fires.

2-146. Antenna Servosystem, The antenna
servosystem. consists of four separate
subsystems: th,e antenna elgy"ation driye ser,:,o,
which provides manual positioning or
automatic . scanning of the antenna in
elevation: th.e~ele.vati-Gn40llowup..servo,which
causes the resolver in the. ~I scope to track
the antenna elevation anglef the azimuth drive
servo. which provides manual positioning or
auto~atic scanning of the - antenna in
azimuth; and the azimuth followup servo,
which causes the deflection yoke of the PPI
to track the antenna azimuth bearing. The
servoamplifiers for the elevation and azimuth
drive servos are located in a cabinet in the
shelter. The overall operation of the complete
antenna servo loops is explained in the block
diagram analysis. This section explains the
operation of the servoamplifiers and the
pedestal assembly.

2-147. Elevation seruoamplifier. On
foldout 43, 115 VAC is applied at TB2 (1-2).
It operates fan motor BI and energizes the
primary of power transformer TI, fused by
Fl. Transformer Tl has three outputs. Pins 7
and 8 supply 18 VAC for automatic mode
operation; the other two secondaries supply
24 VAC each to power supplies that provide
- 20 VDC to operate the transistor amplifier.

2 -14 8. The elevation servoamplifier
operates with either a manual or an automatic
mode signal. When AUTOMATIC/MANUAL
switch 7A4S3 on the RRI scope is set to
MANUAL relays Kl through K3 in the
elevation servoamplifier are deenergized. The
errol' signal at pin 1 of TB1 is routed through
relay K2 (5-8) and gain potentiometer R2 to
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the transistor amplifier Q5. Transistors Q5,
Q6, and Q7 are single-ended cascade voltage
amplifier stages. Q8 and Q9 are a push-pull
driver stage. Transistors Ql through Q4 are
the push-pull output stage. The output signal
is applied to the elevation drive motor.

2-149. In AUTOMATIC, relays K2 and K3
are energized. Relay K2 (5-7) disconnects the
manual error signal and grounds GAIN
potentiometer R2. Relay K2 (2-4) applies a
fixed amount of tachometer damping through
resistor R3. Relay K3 (2-4) connects a fixed
AC signal from Tl to the input of the
servoamplifier. Relay Kl energizes when the
antenna changes vertical modes or when the
antenna is in 60° sector scan. During this
period, the amplifier input signal is reduced
from 18 VAC to 9 VAC.

2-150. Azimuth servoamplifier. The
azimuth servo amplifier is shown on foldout
44. In manual operation, relays K2 and K3
are deenergized. Relay K2 (8-5) applies the
manual input signal from the main PPI to
GAIN pot R5. From R5, it is summed with
the tachometer damping signal from K2 (4-1).
The combined signal is applied to limiter
network CRI and CR2 and then to the
transistor amplifier section. All the
components shown inside the dashed line
section of the amplifier, except fuses Fl and
F2, are enclosed in a sealed unit. During
maintenance, if one component is faulty, the
complete amplifier must be replaced. The
output of the amplifier is applied to the
azimuth drive motor through phase shift
capacitors Cl through C6.

2-151. During automatic operation, relays
K2 and K3 energize. Relay K2 (5-7)
disconnects the manual input signal. Relay K2
(2-4) changes damping voltage. Relay K3
(2-4) connects the constant signal from power
transformer Tl in the elevation

servoamplifier. Relay Kl is energized when
antenna power is on except when the rotation
interlock switch in the tower is opened. In
this case, relay Kl deenergizes and removes
power from the synchro bus, stopping
antenna motion in both elevation and
azimuth.

2-152. Pedestal assembly. The units of the
pedestal assembly shown in foldout 45 are
covered in other portions of the circuit
analysis section; therefore, only a general
discussion is contained in this explanation.
The terminal box has a telephone jack and
three convenience outlets. Azimuth servo unit
(MGl) contains the drive motor, tachometer,
and blower. Synchro B2 is mechanically
connected to the azimuth movement of the
antenna. The synchro B2 output is applied to
the main PPI to establish the angular position
of the antenna. Synchro Bl receives the
manual signal from the main PPI, and its
vector output is applied to the azimuth
servo amplifier.

2-153. The units in the elevation drive
system receive inputs and apply outputs
through 20 sliprings, Elevation servo unit
(MG2) contains a drive motor, tachometer,
and blower. Synchro B4 is mechanically
connected to the elevation movement of the
antenna. The B4 output is applied to the RHI
to establish the angular position of the
antenna. Synchro B3 receives the manual
signal from the RHI, and its vector output is
applied through Rl network to the elevation
servo amplifier. The nod angle movements of
the antenna in 15°, 30°, and 60° sector scan
are controlled by relays Kl, K2, and K3 with
their associated limit switches, plus the nod
angle drive motor.

2-154. This completes the circuit analysis
of the AN/FPS-77. Answer the review
exercises in your workbook for this section.
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